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Foreword

These few meager pages can only tell a part of the story of life at M. C. V. We feel that, if in the future, we can give to the reader a few moments of happiness, as he or she recalls a long-forgotten face or event, we will have accomplished our end.

We have realized the futility of trying to do too much and have attempted to tell and portray only the best. What little success we may have attained, is due to the hearty co-operation of all, and we here thank all who have had a share in our labours. If we have failed, we have at least tried, and have given our best. We hope that we have given offence to none, and happiness and pleasure to all.
DEDICATED TO

Dr. G. Paul LaRoque

Associate Professor of Surgery.

In sincere appreciation of his long and efficient service as a teacher, and his charitable and admirable qualities as a man and surgeon.
Dr. G. Paul LaRoque
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"The Doctor"

"New words have sprung up from the ashes of the old;
New customs, newer thoughts and new born men
Take form and breathe; Spring from decaying clay;
Live their petty lives, and, to the Clod from which they sprung
Return. Yet thru it all stretches the unending chain
Of Human Ills, and, there, as now, into the ghostly Past
The Doctor watches patiently the sick; Lending sympathy
From a kindly heart, and sleeplessly, thru weary hours,
As a Vestal, guarding the little Flame of wearying clay
Flickering feebly in the Dawn of newer worlds.
Untiring, steadfast, vigilant—fighting hopefully to the End.
Rendering grudgingly to Death no unfought Claim.

—Hening."
E. C. L. Miller, M. D.,
Dean of the School of Medicine
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W. B. PORTER, M. D. ..................................................... Associate in Medicine.
ROBT. S. PRESTON, A. M., M. D. ...................................... Associate in Medicine.
L. T. PRICE, M. D. ....................................................... Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery.
B. M. ROSEBRO, M. D. ................................................... Associate in Pediatrics.
CLYDE F. ROSS, M. D. ................................................... Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery.
M. PIERCE RUCKER, A. M., M. D. ...................................... Associate in Obstetrics.
WM. F. SHARPE, M. D. ................................................... Associate in Clinical Pathology.
W. A. SHEPHERD, A. B., M. D. ........................................ Associate in Medicine.
JAMES H. SMITH, A. B., M. D. ........................................ Associate in Medicine.
D. D. TALLEY, Jr., A. B., M. D. ......................................... Associate in Roentgenology.
HOWARD URBACH, M. D. ................................................ Associate in Pediatrics.
THOMAS F. WHEELDON, A. M., M. D. .................................. Associate in Orthopedic Surgery.
J. M. WHITFIELD, M. D. ................................................ Associate in Medicine.
CARRINGTON WILLIAMS, M. D. ........................................ Associate in Surgery.
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H. WALLACE BLANTON, A. B., M. D. .................................. Instructor in Medicine.
WYNDHAM B. BLANTON, M. D. ........................................ Instructor in Medicine.
H. A. BRADY, M. D. ....................................................... Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery.
O. C. BRUNK, M. D. ...................................................... Instructor in Medicine.
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C. I. SEASE, M. D. ..................................... Instructor in Surgery.
W. R. SHERRICK, M. D. ............................... Instructor in Gynecology.
J. E. WARRINER, Jr., A. B., M. D. ................... Instructor in Medicine.

Assistants

A. F. BAGBY, M. D. .......................... Assistant in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology.
E. C. BRYCE, M. D. .......................... Assistant in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology.
KATHERINE M. CARY, A. B. .................. Assistant in Biochemistry.
T. D. DAVIS, M. D. .......................... Assistant in Nervous and Mental Diseases.
J. F. FULTON, M. D. .................. Assistant in Medicine.
I. H. GOLDMAN, M. D. .................. Assistant in Surgery.
CAMPBELL HARRIS, M. D. .................. Assistant in Gynecology.
THOMAS E. HUGHES, M. D. .................. Assistant in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology.
H. S. STERN, M. D. .................. Assistant in Pediatrics.
J. L. TABB, M. D. .................. Assistant in Roentgenology.
SIDNEY TRATTNER, M. D. .................. Assistant in Ophthalmology.
N. H. TURNER, M. D. .................. Assistant in Ophthalmology.
T. B. WEATHERLY, M. D. .................. Assistant in Ophthalmology.
Apostrophe to the Skull

"Decaying sanctuary crumbling to the Dust! 
Throne room of the long departed Soul! 
What vagaries of Virtue or of Lust, 
Within your recent confines did you hold?"

"What conquest fought or lost or won;—
What o'er mastering love or burning hate, 
Unspoken still, consumed itself to ash 
Upon the altars of your erstwhile state?"

"Who knows, but, in these fast decaying walls
There once held sway the Superhuman Mind, 
Which knew, thru it's mysterious conjuries, 
The secret thoughts denied the Human Kind."

"What of visions fair and beautiful 
Did these now sightless orbs descry; 
What sordid human frailties came 
Within the compass of the busy eye?"

"What falsehoods uttered then; what truths 
Enunciated by the clamorous tongue, 
That once within these silent caverns vast, 
Unguarded and vociferously rung?"

"But, all these have fled. The secrets held 
Imprisoned within your crumbling vaults, 
Pass-unlearned—were they so pregnant then 
With potential charities or faults?"

"And then Wearied, Life passed on—the while 
Grim Death and Dissolution and Decay 
Consumed the vibrant flesh and loosed 
The shackled and imprisoned Soul astray!"

"'Sic transit gloria mundi'—and so we all, 
Cast from this week, imperfect Flesh decay 
And, are hurled into Eternity's myriad years, 
Of which our little Life is but a Day."

"And thou are left alone, O, Skull!—Untenanted 
Save by the squirming denizens of the sod— 
A gruesome symbol of Man's transitory state, 
And, mute evidence of the Omnipresent God!"

—L. P. Hening.
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MARY BARNEY BAUGHMAN  
Richmond, Va.  
"Shorty"  
Richmond Female Seminary, 1893; University of Richmond, 1918; Biological Laboratory, Cold Springs Harbor, N. Y.; Lecturer in Orthopedics, St. Elizabeth's and Sheltering Arms Hospitals.  
"A man’s a man for a’ that."

When the college doors were opened in 1918, Miss Baughman entered with the rest of us, probably about five minutes later. However, excusing this tardiness, she has kept pace with the best in her class work. Ever an ardent exponent of the "Rights of Women", she has maintained her premise and parried the attacks on co-educational medical courses by her kindly interest and enthusiasm in her work, which has been rewarded by marked success. "Shorty" has proved a friend to us all. In parting, the class sends with her its best wishes for a successful career in Orthopedics.

EMMETT PERLYMAN BRAY  
Richmond, Va.  
"Emmett"  
Chi Zeta Chi; B. S. University of North Carolina; Interne Memorial Hospital.  
"All’s well that ends well".

Emmett was born in the "Tar Heel" country and there received his preparatory training to the study of medicine. He is a quiet, unobtrusive sort of a fellow who combines with motor retardation, an active mind and acuity of wit which is known to but few of his friends. His life is surrounded by a veil of mystery which is cleared away by the statement that he is married, a man of family who attends to his own business.

Regarding his future, we can say but little except what he says—"Undecided"; and that probably means that he will follow his greatest inclination and practice Medicine, despite the efforts of Dr. La Roque to make a surgeon out of him. Anyway, do what he may, he goes to it with the best wishes of his fellows, and an earnest belief that he will succeed.
CHARLES MARTIN CARAVATI
Richmond, Va.
“Carrie”
Phi Chi; Lambda Chi Alpha; University of Richmond: Basket Ball 1918-1919-1920-1921; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 1918-1919; X-Ray Staff 1921; President Sophomore Class; University of Richmond Club; K. C. Club; Interne Virginia Hospital; Internes Club.

“Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we may die”.

This merry looking young man with the sparkling eyes is the optimist of our class. With a sunny smile and a hearty slap on the back, he ever greets his friends. Nothing daunts his spirit, and to know “Carrie” is to like him. Certainly such assets as these are not possessed by every young man.

“Carrie” is a man of many accomplishments, his specialty at present being ambulance riding, and telling weird stories of his thrilling rides in the wee sma’ hours.

“Carrie” has a super-human ability for doing much work well, and his grades have always hovered around the top notch. Truly, a more likeable fellow, could not be found. He has sterling character, sound sense and unusual ability. With his assets, personality and disposition, success must surely follow. He takes with him our most sincere and heartfelt good wishes.

ROBERT FREDERICK CLINE
Stephen City, Va.
“Taurus”
Phi Rho Sigma; Omicron Beta Chi; Roanoke College; Internes City Home Hospital 1921-22; Internes Club; F. L. E. S.

“He adorned whatever subject he spoke upon by the most splendid eloquence”.

Cline decided to study Medicine at M. C. V. after completing his pre-medical work at Roanoke College. Many obstacles have beset his pathway during the last four years, but he has never wavered in his determination to win an “M. D.” He has worked hard and diligently and has gained a name for himself as a good student.

Cline will be remembered also by what his nick-name implies. In this respect, he is unexcelled by any member of the class. In the classroom, he is never at a loss for an answer, and outside, he can talk on any subject. His speech-center is so highly developed that he is never at a loss for something to say.

Enthusiasm, that spark so essential in one’s work, is readily evidenced when anything new is mentioned to him, and one believes it will not wane as he continues his work. His determination, enthusiasm and perseverance are qualities sufficient for us to base a prophecy for his successful career.
JOSEPH COATES
Danville, Va.

"Joe"

B. A., Randolph-Macon College; Omega Upsilon Phi; Randolph-Macon Club; Interne Soldiers Home 1921-22; Internes Club.

"Never say, 'Fail'".

"Joe" came to us, a seasoned veteran. His childhood days he spent climbing the hills around Danville; during adolescence he received a degree from Randolph-Macon College and his early adult life he devoted to the youths of his native State.

Landing in M. C. V., he soon made himself known by the now famous phrase, "He speaks of—". During his four years' study here, "Joe" has done well. He has made many friends, overcome great obstacles, and secured a firm grasp on the fundamentals of medicine.

Hard work always has its reward and we feel sure that "Joe's" reward will be in just proportion to his efforts. We wish you the best of luck and the greatest success.

WILLIAM JENNINGS CRAWFORD
La Grange, N. C.

"Slant"

Phi Chi; Sigma Phi Epsilon; Trinity College; Interne Memorial Hospital; N. C. Club; Interne Club; Masonic Club; F. L. E. S.

"A fair exterior is a silent recommendation."

If nick-names are a sign of popularity, this blond brother from the "Old North State" is extremely popular, for he is variously known as "Slant"; "Blondy"; "Rosary Twin", etc. And his popularity is not confined to the male sex alone. The ladies all fall for him. But, strange to say, he passes them all by in dark disdain. Back of pleasant face, high forehead and goody shock of blond hair, is one of the most brilliant minds in the class. He can quote "Osler" by the page, and is often heard in the halls, just before a quiz, expounding symptoms to his less fortunate brothers. His chief diversion is an occasional visit to "St. Elmo's", where he is considered a star of the first magnitude.

"Slant" is a splendid fellow and a true friend, possessed of a pleasing manner, a goodly store of knowledge and a good conscience. He cannot help but attain success.
WILLIAM EDWIN DICKERSON  
Danville, Va.

"Dick"

University of Richmond; Kappa Sigma; Phi Chi; President Class 1918-19 and 1920-21; Vice-President of University of Richmond Club 1919-20; Varsity Basket Ball, 1919-20-21; President Internes Club, 1922; F. L. E's; Y. M. C. A., 1918-19-20; Interne City Home Hospital, 1921-22.

"The last pleasure in life is the sense of discharging one's duty."

"Dick's" specialties are basket ball and the ladies, whenever he relaxes from these arduous toils, he practices on the fortunate (?) inmates of the City Home, and occasionally reads a little Medicine. Yet he consistently pulls down high grades, and with the help of his voluminous notes, is sailing thru with flying colors. A ready smile, and attractive personality, and an ability for leadership, both in the class-room and about school, are factors that unite to make him a man of true worth and merit and an honor to the class of which he is a member.

POWELL GRAHAM FOX  
Drewryville, Va.

"P. G."

Omega Upsilon Phi, William and Mary College; F. L. E's, William and Mary Club; Internes' Club; Tidewater Club; X-ray Staff, 1920-21; Business Manager X-Ray, 1921-22; Interne Moses Taylor Hospital, Scranton, Pa., 1921.

"Wherever there is love of mankind, There is love of medical art."

—Hippocrates.

This is our ladies' man. A product of Drewryville, Va., received his college education at William and Mary College, and came to us complaining of cardiac affections. Whether environment of inherited characteristics have given power among the fairer sex, we dare not venture to state. Be that as it may, he was soon known to us as "one for whom they fall." And it was distinctly THEY in the early part of his career at M. C. V., but since his distribution of maps in the Keystone State he has been specializing in "one-ism."

Now, not all his time has been consumed by "the gentle ones" for he has proved himself to be an all-round man. In the class-room, in student body activities and in the activities of the smaller groups of students he has stood well, often in the foremost. All in all, "P. G." is a straightforward, clear thinking, and practical man and a class member of whom we are proud. He has begun well his life's work and success will be his reward.
WILLIAM RUSH GARDNER

Star, Va.

"Rush"

Phi Beta Pi; Emory and Henry; Southwest Virginia Club; Masonic Club; F. L. E.'s; A. E. F., France, 1917-19; Interne Memorial Hospital, 1922.

"He that hath knowledge, spareth words."

Six years ago, the Student Body was increased by the enrollment of a long, lean, lanky gentleman from the Southwest. "Rush" is what you might call a typical antiprohibitionist, an embryonic surgeon and a great admirer of the fair sex. To confirm the last statement, just walk up Broad Street and you will be almost certain to meet "Rush" with at least one "fair one" fondly clinging to his arm. During his stay in M. C. V. he has worked hard and we all agree that he is a sincere, earnest, good fellow, and we predict success for him in his profession.

ROBERTS HALE HARRINGTON

Major, Va.

"R. H."

Chi Zeta Chi; Alpha Zeta; B. L., Berea College, 1918; Interne Pine Camp Hospital, 1920-21; Interne State Penitentiary Hospital, 1921-22; Internes' Club; Southwest Virginia Club; X-Ray Staff, 1922.

"Smile a while, and soon there's miles of smiles."

"The Doctor from the Pen" arrived here four years ago, in the vanguard then, as now. It's true that he didn't have "Lizzie" then, but there was noise in plenty.

He's a typical hot-headed Southerner, possessing all of the characteristics that the name implies. Loyalty to his friends, chivalry to the fairer sex, pride in his native State and honor in his dealings with his fellow men, are a few of his good points. He has some of the other kind too, but we forgive him. He's a "devil" among the women and his trail is marked with the broken hearts of his "conquests".

Harrington has won his way into the hearts of his schoolmates and professors and we expect soon to hear of his wonderful "surgical technique" in his private hospital down in the "Old Southwest." Luck to you.
JAMES MALCOLM HART HARRIS
PENDLETON, VA.

"Mack"

Richmond College, A. B., 1918; Kappa Sigma; Pi Mu; X-Ray Staff, 1919-20; F. L. E.'s; Internes' Club; Richmond College Club; Instructor Physiology; Interne Home for Incurables, 1920-21; Interne Memorial Hospital, 1921-22.

"By the work one knows the workman."

This staid and serious looking brother came to us from Richmond College with a record he could well be proud of, since lowering to M. C. V. he has more than made good. His list of honors and achievements speak for themselves. Underneath his serious demeanor, is a keen sense of humor, a willingness to work, and an ability to overcome obstacles. "Mack" is well liked by all who know him. He is now suffering with a severe case of cardiac disease and there are well founded rumors that he is soon to rob Memorial of one of its nurses. Success is bound to be his and we wish him well.

RAPHAEL HARRIS ISAACS
Baltimore, Md.

"Paul"

University of Maryland, 1913-16; Richmond College, 1916-18; Richmond College Club.

"Veni, Vidi, Vici."

Here is a man of wide experience, and high principles, broadminded, critical, and possessed of a highly developed thinking apparatus. "Paul" determined upon getting his M. D. and under trying circumstances and not without many sacrifices has won his goal. Starting at the University of Maryland, and being forced to give up for a while, he joined us in our Sophomore year.

His perseverance exemplifies his determination to obtain what he is after, and if he will continue to work in his medical career with the same earnestness that he has done while at college, we see only success awaiting him, and M. C. V. will be proud to claim him as one of her own.

Some day you will hear of Dr. Isaacs, noted Surgeon, or Obstetrician, as he expects to specialize in one of these branches. "Paul," already, has one son, who calls him "Daddy." We hope all his dreams will come true in the near future for his work means success.

A good man, a good student, and a good friend — good bye and good luck.
EDMUND JOHN KANE
Waterbury, Conn.
"E. J."
Chi Zeta Chi; K. C. Club; Sgt. A. E. F., France, 1917-19; Fordham University; Secretary-Treasurer of Senior Class; X-Ray Staff, 1920; Memorial Hospital, 1921; Editor-in-Chief of X-Ray, 1922.
"Be good and you'll be happy."
Kane is a serious-minded chap from the land of the "dollar" watch. Since arriving in our midst we have heard a great deal about how the raw products of the South are transformed into the finished article "Down East". The reason he came to us is the fact that, like his watch, he had adjusted himself to "Sunny" France—and found Connecticut a trifle too cool.
He is a good sportsman, being a "crack" at tennis, bowling and pool. He speaks learnedly on most any subject mentioned and with all the above accomplishments he studies a little on the side. His chief diversions are caricatures of the Doctor lecturing and matching "Harrington for a Dope." How to study less than three days and get more than 80, and what to tell Dr. Tucker, are unsolved problems.
"E. J." is beloved by all as student, friend and Physician, and we wish him the unlimited success that his ability demands.

JURY BAKER LOVING
Culpeper, Va.
"Jerry"
Richmond University; Lambda Chi Alpha; Pi Mu; F. L. E.'s; Richmond University Club; Vice-President Freshman Class; Honor Council, 1919-20; Secretary-Treasurer Junior Class, 1920-21; President Senior Class, 1921-22; Interne Sheltering Arms Hospital, 1921-22.
"Be a task great or small do it well or not at all."
Jury hails to us from the foot hills of Virginia, but at last he has completely brushed the red mud from his shoes and now he is an immaculate gentleman. He attained at Richmond University the reputation of a curler and truly has he lived up to it, since he has been with us his grades have been among the best. Not only is Jury a good student, but he is also very popular, and liked by all. He is a man who does not talk a great deal, but what he says has had a second thought and is worth your attention.
Along with his studies he finds time at least once a week to cross the James. We are afraid Jury is working pari passu with Dan Cupid for we have heard that beyond the river lives a maiden fair, who is fond of Loving.
His motto is, "Be a task great or small, do it well or not at all." With such a motto we predict for him a bright and successful future.
COLLINS DENNY NOFINGER
FINCASTLE, VA.

"Jimmy"

Roanoke College; Phi Rho Sigma; Interne Hygeia Hospital, 1921-22.

"Never worry—let the other fellow do that."

After capturing all honors of importance in Fincaitle, Nofsinger began his college career at Roanoke College. When we first knew him we got the impression he was a woman hater, but Taylor says that if you will watch him at the Hygeia you will find out otherwise. If he is only half as successful in the practice of Surgery, as he is in a poker game he will soon put the rest of the class to shame. His grades prove his ability and we feel sure that in him Hygeia has had an able interne and we predict that St. Luke’s will list him as one of their best internes. It is enough to say we are proud of him.

MARGARET NOLTING
RICHMOND, VA.

University of Richmond.

"The best is none too good."

One glance at the above portrait will explain to you why we admire her. For four years she has struggled with us and though handicapped at times she has never once failed to attain her purpose. By her diligent study and close attention in her classes, she has the distinction of being one of the foremost students in the class.

Daily, yea, t. i. d., we see her constant companion, "Pep," patiently waiting in "The Dodge" for his mistress.

Margaret Nolting has endeared herself to us all by her pleasing personality and cheerful disposition and we sincerely wish for her a future of service and success which she so well deserves.
WILKINS JEFFRESS OZLIN
Dundas, Va.

"Razor Back"
Phi Beta Pi; University of Richmond; F. L. E.'s; Interns St. Philip Hospital, 1922.

"I love quiet solitude, and such society as is quiet, nice and good."

Ozlin joined us four years ago, a quiet, unassuming fellow, and soon won the respect and friendship of the entire class. Since working in a certain hospital in the Southwest, last summer, it is rumored that he is taking a correspondence course, and that further developments may be expected in a short time. He was one of the few wise ones who refused Senior internships, but he too joined the common herd and is now one of the chief supports of St. Philip Hospital. Ozlin tends strictly to business, and that alone, without his other qualities, will bring him far toward the Land of his Desire.

GEORGE W. PARSON
Stony Creek, Va.

"George"
Omega Upsilon Phi; F. L. E.; William and Mary College; President Student Body, 1921-22; Vice-President Junior Class; X-Ray Staff, 1920-21; W. & M. Club; Internes' Club; Tidewater Club; Internes Grace Hospital, 1921-22.

"Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp, or what's a Heaven for?"

Hail, Father George, from Stony Creek! An education he did seek, at Williamsburg, we are told.

He acquired the habit of "knockin' 'em cold." A "Looney" there, he could no longer stay, And that's how we found him at 12th and Clay.

And since that day his geniality and easy ability have added strength to his prowess. It requires but a glance above to see that he is a leader in many phases of College work and life. "Ask George", is a favorite reply when someone springs a "hard one"—when he doesn't know, ask "Vandy".

Really we have never seen him down until the car strike struck him, and severing his line of communication with his chief source of inspiration; but he is all smiles now, for he has his private seat on the Barton Heights car again.

With you, 'George," go the sincerest wishes of all our Class, for all the requisites of a happy and successful future.
We do not know whether Shakespeare, Mark Twain or Mr. Rudd was the originator of the above expression, but "Shorty" says he thoroughly agrees with each or all of them. "Shorty" came to us after having his first two years of medicine elsewhere, but he soon fell in line and became one of us and has become a pure dyed-in-the-wool product of M. C. V. Though not noted as a burner of the midnight oil he has that peculiar faculty of being able to gain knowledge with the minimum amount of energy expended and ranks with the leaders in class standing. To know him is to like him for his geniality is surpassed by none and he has proved himself to be one of the most popular men of our class. Thus we have come to know him as the gentleman that he is and feel sure that success awaits him Down Home, or wherever he may decide to locate.

Under a spell of human fancy that marks the beginning of a medical student's career, Leroy added his name to the list of possibilities commonly known as a freshman class. Then followed such experience as tend to make any one individual different from others, and at times even unlike himself. During his junior year Leroy enjoyed the distinction of developing from professional intimacy with patients in the dispensary a simple cutaneous sensation that, for a time, invited him to be one of the busiest men in class. Having thus had his attention directed to such superficial affections of mankind, he refrained temporarily from dealing with the deeper affairs of the heart.

Nevertheless, there remains to be added in a more serious turn of mind; he has been a conscientious student, a trustworthy friend and a sympathetic comrade. With the unfolding of future years that are to change happenings of today into memories of tomorrow, may he achieve what he justly deserves—success.
BLANTON PAGE SEWARD

Isle of Wight, Va.

"B. P."

Phi Rho Sigma; Phi Delta Omega;
B. A., University of Richmond,
1918; Sophomore and Junior Historian; Vice-President Senior Class.

"When you are right, stick to it."

"B. P." came to us from the University of Richmond in 1918, desirous of learning the "healing art." Army life was just as appealing to him so he joined Uncle Sam’s forces, receiving sixty "Iron Men" and other decorations for bravery at the battle of "Blues Armory." He hails from the Isle of Wight, however, as he doesn’t hold it against himself, out of the goodness of our heart, neither will we, for, no joking, he has lots of good qualities—a student and a lover. Don’t laugh. The two are not incompatible. You just don’t know him as we do. He has an alert mind, definite in all his convictions, and is concise in his speech. The "Board of Censors" passed on him with a grade of 100. Noble record, my boy, so we all wish him Godspeed in his chosen profession.

LAWRENCE OWEN SNEAD

Virgilina, Va.

"L. O."

Phi Rho Sigma; Phi Delta Omega;
University of Richmond; Interne City Home; U. of R. Club; Interne’s Club.

"And when a lady’s in the case,
You know all other things give place."

The fascination of Medicine drew "L. O." to M. C. V. after a liberal training at Chatham and at Richmond College. Since he has been with us, he has demonstrated many distinctive characteristics.

He has been a thoughtful and earnest student. His ambition to help suffering humanity has never faltered and to this end he has persistently directed his best efforts. Amiable at all times, he has gained the good-will of all. He is true to his friends and they believe in him. His quiet self-confidence gives him initiative, and enables him to stand firmly for what he thinks right.

He is devoted to the opposite sex and guarded by a good "Shepherd" we have no fear of his getting away from the fold.

Snead has all the qualities that make for success, and we predict for him a long and useful career in the profession.
CECIL WILLIAM TUCKER
Richmond, Va.
"Red"
Dartmouth College, 1912-16, B. S.; Dartmouth Medical School; Masonic Club; Alpha Kappa Kappa.

"Who seeks success must falter not, nor shirk; The only road that leads to it is work."

Tucker came to us our Junior year after having taken his B. S. degree and two years medicine at Dartmouth. The most prominent thing about him, at first, was his red head, but after a closer examination the real man stood out and the class received him as a full fledged member. He is a steady, reliable student, always taking notes, and it is said that on several subjects his notes are more complete than the text-book itself. One who has the fight and determination that Tucker has, is sure to make a mark for himself and our best wishes go with him as he enters his life's work.

PAUL FREDERICK WHITAKER
Kinston, N. C.
"Doc"
Trinity College, Kappa Sigma; Phi Chi; F. L. E.'s; Representative Honor Council Freshman and Junior Classes; Vice-President North Carolina, 1920-21; Interne Virginia Hospital.

"Still achieving, still pursuing."

Paul, as he is best known is a loyal son of our Sister State, Carolina, from where he emerged to join us in 1918 with a reputation and character which was second to none at his former Alma Mater. We were soon impressed with his keen interest in his work and his earnestness to learn and he soon merited our admiration and friendship by his sterling qualities. By close association with him, both in pleasure and duty we have found him to be a man of strongest conviction, an exceptional student, a lover of sports and a Southern gentleman.

His chief recreation consists of frequent trips to West Grace Street and an occasional visit to St. Elmo's, though his regularity at the "Rosary" during his first year has warranted for him the title of the smaller of the "Rosary Twins". We prophesy for this brilliant youth, a well merited success, and we trust he may receive the fulfillment of his highest ambitions.
THOMAS MEREDITH WINN
Palmyra, Va.
"Tommy", "Fluvanna"
University of Richmond; Y. M. C. A.; Phi Beta Pi; F. L. E.'s; Vice-President Sophomore Class; President of University of Richmond Club; State Scholarship, 1920-21 and 1921-22; Interne Pine Camp Hospital.

"It is a friendly heart that hath plenty of friends."

"Tommy" came from Fluvanna and brought the name with him; for since we have known him, he always answers to the name of "Fluvanna Wind". If all the wind in Fluvanna is as gentle as this fellow, we would venture to say that they do not have many storms.

Since beginning his study as a medical student, he has spent many a midnight hour delving into the facts and theories of Medical Science, and his records show that his time has not been wasted.

Although studious in his studies, "Tommy" also pays considerable attention to the ladies. His favorite pastime is dancing the "Yellow Dog Blues." He is a member of several clubs, among which is the royal order of F. L. E.'s, and he was once very active in the army and navy clubs.

A friend to us all and he carries the best wishes of his class in whatever he undertakes.

JAMES BAKER WOODS, JR.
Richmond, Va.
"Red"
Davidson College, A. B., 1918; Phi Chi; Secretary-Treasurer Class 1918-19; Y. M. C. A., 1921-22; Johnson-Willis Hospital, 1918-22.

"Let the rest of the world go by."

This wise young man has truly come out of the East. "Red" was born in Tsing Kiang Pu, China. Living there for sixteen years he learned the ways and customs of the Orient.

Ambition called him, however, and to the U. S. A. he journeyed to perfect himself in the learned science of medicine.

Truly has he accomplished his purpose and we regard this youthful looking personage with the steady gaze, as one of the best men in the class.

"Red" received his literary and pre-medical work in the "land of the long leaf pine," and came into our midst as a somewhat shy retiring and very quiet young man of much dignity.

Soon, however, did the soulful gaze depart and "Red" became one of the boys. "Red" now likes Chic styles, and has a fancy for hair parted in the middle; also most anytime can his voice be heard in forceful argument.

"Red"s greatest ambition is to become a surgeon, and his ambition should be fully realized since he goes to join his father, a surgeon who has accomplished much in China.

In conclusion, let us say that we regard "Red" as a true friend, a lovable fellow, and richly does he deserve the success that eventually shall be his.
Senior Medical Class

Prophecy

SOMETIMES, somewhere, in future days, in distant ways, let’s seek to find at work, at play, forlorn or blest, our Classmates who achieve success: Behold in cap and surgeon’s gown, DOCTOR BAUGHMAN, orthopedist of renown. While out along the rural way, we note the thriving DOCTOR BRAY. And CARAVATI’S radiant face, may come to diagnose the case. But, ever confident and sure, CLINE maintains a ready cure. Then look on COATES with honest praises, a man of medicine in all its phases. Mad fate hath set its star in place, and CRAWFORD, Urologist, stands apace. DICKERSON always happy too, holds Pediatrics to the blue, while FOX along the distant way, attains more eminence each day. And GARDNER, tall and slim, treats his folk in mountains grim. Ever busy, HARRINGTON, more staid, himself, some local fame has made. HARRIS now we find, a surgeon of the finest kind. Still at his work with willing hands, ISAACS, a master’s skill commands. We look with honest pride to KANE, who as an Editor, success has gained. Yet, LOVING, with a help-mate fair, enjoys his art without a care. NOFSINGER, a surgeon consultant we find, winning success as due his mind. With interest seek DOCTOR NOLTING here, kind practitioner, without a fear. Working how to advance his skill, OZLIN has grown thinner still. Wonder not at things to come, PARSON cures them all at home. RIDGE, Obstetrician of the Class, gained a wide reputation fast. As Specialist in art of Eyes, SAWYER, now Joe White defies. SEWARD wise with age has grown, is loved by all to whom he’s known. And SNEAD, as the vista shows, gives all his time to Throat and Nose. TUCKER’S won a good repute, due to his wife, we have no doubt. A thoughtful man among the best, WHITAKER has gained time’s attest. The countryside all by him swear, for WINN gives them every care. But gaze afar into the West; as Surgeon, WOODS there gets no rest.

’Tis gone, that dreamy haze has passed. But sooner Time, will roll away and then we’ll see the Future cast—and then you’ll see it as we say.
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Junior Medical Class History

It has been just three short years, as measured by the falling sand in the hour-glass of time, but to us, as measured by the long hours of work, hardship and worry, almost a miniature Eternity, since we, the Class of '23, were Freshmen. These years have not been altogether devoid of pleasure. Life has given us many seren moments of happiness as well as sterner hours of grind.

The first two years passed slowly, but success attained, wreathed the visual future in an aura of hope and happier days, so that now we will attempt to give you Life as we saw and lived it in our Junior year.

There was work to do—plenty of it—but no more laboratory grind, and the varied profusion of knowledge gleaned from our work opened our eyes to many hitherto unlearned and striking phenomena.

Surgery, with its unlimited field of endeavor was interesting. We learned that our ancestors were grossly misinformed about their anatomy and physiology, and that we can hang our respiratory muscles on the back-yard clothes-line or sell them to the sausage man with impunity for “we do not breathe air into our lungs.” Hence the superfluity of respiratory muscles. Further, this interesting subject taught that even a poor anylosed coccyx may lay the blame for its condition on infected tonsils. Yet, even though our eyes were wide with the extent and magnitude of these great teachings, we learned that common sense and a few facts make the greatest surgeons. Surgery, as we saw it, cannot be surgery without Dr. LaRoque.

“Experience has taught us” that “Osler” must be read to know medicine—and we often heard Dr. Vanderhoof’s curt, “Call roll, please. We will take up ‘Pie-tu-i-tary’ this morning, etc., etc.”

Physical Diagnosis gave us a really great professor in Dr. Nelson. We needed no second warning after our first introduction to him. “Let us then be up and doing”—and verily we burned the midnight oil freely at his instigation. It was hard, but we feel that no other could have smoothed the way so nicely, and made a hard, dry subject so interesting as Dr. Nelson. We owe him much, and we are also deeply grateful for the kindness of Mr. Byerly in lending us his thorax.
and also to Mr. Wilson for his cervical anatomy. We wonder often at the pathology of man and even Mr. Batte is not to be blamed because he hears "noises in the thorax" nor "Romance" Babb when he discards his cravat on such momentous occasions.

Therapeutics taught us what we always rather suspected ourselves, that Rest and Food are essentials of life and panaceas for all diseases.

There were many other fascinating subjects to make life more pleasant, but we cannot give them here. We are far too busy, and though the Junior Year was not devoid of possibilities, we have no time to chronicle them in our History. The History of the Class '23 can be best written by those who have observed us—they have more time.

In passing, we say to the class who will succeed us, that the motto, "Watch your step," holds just as good in the Junior Year as in Tabes Dorsalis. Therefore, Class of '24 learn a lesson from the Tabetic and act accordingly!

So thus to the end—and may success frown not upon us—and the Future hold the Golden Horn of Plenty before us. We have voyaged, as the Argonauts through the stormy seas of three tumultuous years and the goal is but a short year ahead. May we look back generously on the past, and forget its hardships in the light of better days, with the satisfaction of success attained through honest toil, and greet the future as better men and women, mindful always of the obligations a great Profession imposes upon us for the welfare of Suffering Humanity!

HISTORIAN.
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Sophomore Medical Class

WHEN, in the fall of 1921, we returned as sophisticated sophomores, having listened to the opinions of our predecessors, we entertained a full realization of the fact that our task for the ensuing year was in no wise of a trifling nature. Therefore, imbued with the determination not to fall short of our enviable record of the preceding year, and possessing a goodly amount of seriousness of purpose, that element so necessary for success, we embarked on an ocean of work.

In Physiology and Pharmacology, we found formidable impediments to idling. Consistent study was a matter of necessity, and the laboratories were all that the name implies. Dr. Haskell proved to be the lecturer and quiz-master "par excellence," and though sometimes with hearts which seemed to have no regard for the speed limit, and with brains which appeared to be momentarily decerebrated, we found ourselves in an intricate maze, when we were the objects of his interrogations, we've had the principles of these subjects indelibly impressed upon us. We learned about these from him.

The theoretical side of Bacteriology was indeed interesting, as was the laboratory for the most part, though at times the latter reminded us too strikingly of K. P. duty in the army (accent on the army). Those of us, who hail from the rural districts cannot help but marvel at the discovery made in this course that hay grows more rapidly, luxuriantly and persistently by far in an agar plate apparently without ever being planted, than in the most fertile soil.

On Applied Anatomy we concentrated our efforts and incidentally the time of our efforts. We enjoyed knowing Dr. Brodax and from this course our minds were greatly refreshed on the fast fading anatomical facts we learned as Freshmen and in addition we gathered certain other valuable information on this phase of the subject.

The principles of Pathology were ably propounded and explained by a man whose knowledge of the subject is unlimited. Under Dr. Cook's regime our store of knowledge was markedly increased.

In addition, other subjects of no little significance were successfully passed, through the same untiring efforts which have characterized our work in the subjects mentioned above.

Now we are proud victors over the work of the memorable sophomore year. How dearly we cherish the happy thought that we have reached the second milestone along the pathway, which leads to the graduation. Though this path has been rugged, though seemingly unsurmountable obstacles have been encountered, we rejoice in the fact that thus far we have overcome these difficulties, and are still thirsting for knowledge. So we look forward to the next two years with happy anticipations and with the expectation of finally reaching out coveted M. D.

—Historian.
Vita Laborem Fiat

Life’s span is but a day,
And Time flies quickly on:
Live while yet you may—
Let no Tomorrow dawn,
Pass, and whose descending Sun
Looks not on goals attained
Nor laurel wreaths unwon—
Life’s joys can never ease the pain
Of vain Regrets. Opportunity’s nod
Is given only once to Man—
Remember th’ impending Future
Brings Eternity and God!

—Hening.
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Freshman Medical Class History

On September 14th, 1921, about forty-seven aspirants for M. D. degrees gathered at M. C. V. Although we were only Freshmen we were not blind to the fact that we were just beginning one of the longest and most difficult of all the professional courses. We had a high ambition and a common purpose and strove toward the same goal namely to relieve humanity of its physical suffering. We anticipate doing out bit to combat and to annihilate the diseases that are raging in the world today. Tomorrow when we launch out into the future we will unravel many mysteries in medicine that have puzzled the profession in the past.

Many and varied have been our experience this year with Anatomy, Biochemistry, Histology and Embriology. Anatomy came first and the battle was fought in Room 311. For four long months the struggle raged, and we were always on the defensive. Many times have we faced the "Lion in his Lair," Dr. Christian in his Office! With vibration knees and a tremulous voice we reiterated Anatomical facts and for the same we were made heroes. With untiring efforts and enduring patience Dr. Doss did his share in teaching us. When Dr. Christian was late, Payton would supplement his lecture by "'lossifying" to the Class. His philosophy consisted of wise and fervent gestures with personal analogies. Rays of hope began to disperse the black clouds of doubt on January 19th, 1922, when we were confronted by the Anatomy examination.

Having emerged from Dr. Christian's sanctum as "Anatomy Sharks" we bravely took the bull by the horns and proceeded to analyze him in Mr. McCracken's laboratory. No doubt we were a brave bunch of Freshmen, but our tail feathers would invariably droop when Saturday morning came for it was then that we were called upon to face no less a personage than Dean Miller himself. Our one regret was that the alphabet was not a Chinese one for Dr. Miller missed calling upon no one between A and Z, inclusively. Our slogan was "Get interested." Having got interested, we became convinced that Chemistry was the greatest and most promising of all Sciences when viewed from its Biological aspect. In this as in all other branches of our work we acquitted ourselves creditably.

Histology and Embryology revealed another world to us. Under the leadership of Mr. Noback we made exploitations into this other world where the "cell" predominated. Tissues and organology presented their difficulties but we overcame them one by one until success upon us smiled. Embryology made us realize that we were only embryo doctors and that by mitosis we would, in the course of time, develop.

—Historian.
After Charlie's Examination
The Senior Med.

When he came to us from College
Dumb, and destitute of knowledge,
We taught him how to use a carving knife;
As the stiff-hall fumes spread o'er him,
Life loomed long and rough before him,
And, he learned the hardships of a CHRISTIAN life.

And, while test-tubes and reagents
Arrayed before him in a pagent,
Spelling work that fairly made him dizzy,
He found out to his sorrow,
That to wait until tomorrow
Would most surely put 'im on th' blink with LIZZY.

He found that Histology was dead,
For it didn't fit his head,
And, all his mental faculties seemed asleep,
But, the reason you have heard
The DEAN gave MARGARET the herd,
And took the little SHEPHERD from the Sheep!

In Pathology he found soon
That his light was not the MOON,
Which politics had quite nipped in the BUDD—
For LITTLE EVA took the job
And made Life tragically hard,
Until they sent the COOK to make old TUBBY SCUD.

As a Junior his heart was throbbing
When he started catching ROBINS,
And the COLE-MAN simply wrecked his nerves,—
But his pain grew more SHARPE still
When he climbed up on the HILL
And found the GAYLE had wrecked his BEAR preserves.
And when the STORM grew heavy
And washed him off the LEVY (levee)
The HUDSON rushed him onward to the seas;
And he got “ humor” in his blood
When bitten by a bug,
The insect, known as ENNIONOPHELES!

The “Dope” he learned on treating babies
Tickled him almost into Rabies
The fact is that he couldn’t keep from GRINNAN
And he balked at studying LAWS
And went into the WHITFIELD to pick STRAUS
When he saw the troubles of the Senior year beginning.

But, these couldn’t keep him down,
Tho they did him somewhat BROWN,
And, each year put a new note in his growl.
Yet his troubles didn’t SEASE
And even the PORTER “ canned” his peace
And set a PRICE that almost made him HOWLE.

In the Pastime called X-RAY
His hair turned rather GRAY,
For he couldn’t keep a TALLEY on the game;—
While he nearly lost his sight
Trying to find a course so WHITE
Where the PROF. would not “rock” the student just the same.

Life was just a marathon
Where the race was never DUNN,
Yet, manfully each day he took his pill—
But, of the knowledge that he had,
He could never quite keep TABB
On how to catch a HERRING by the GILL.
But he learned a thing or two—
Fooled the Profs. into getting thru
By a superhuman exercise of wits;
For they could never call his bluff,—
Tho they tried it hard enough—
An’ in Orthopedics tried to give him FITTS.

Yet he weathered out the years,
Fraught with aches and pains and fears
And, now he claims an M. D. as his own;—
And he’s going to buy a Ford
And hit the gravel road
Back to the cornfields and a little place called
HOME!

—L. P. Hening.
"Surgery"

Into the dim-lit Future—
Where misty shadows play
Back and forth as spirits
In the revels of the Dead;
Where deeds undone
And music incoherent
Sweeps unsung;
Achievements unconceived,
Misty in th' half-world
Of unreality, bide their time
To blossom into fruitful entities—
Stands Surgery.

—Hening.
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A Girl Wanted

WANTED—a girl
With beauty and grace,
Not very fast
With a classical face.

By preference—a girl
As often I call.
Still furnish the carriage
To go to the ball.

WANTED—a girl
Not fond of drives,
And who without flirting
Pleasure derives.

WANTED—a girl
Who is honest enough
To let a man know
When she’s "out on a bluff."

WANTED—a girl
Who, when asked for a dance,
Won't hold up five fingers,
With "watch for your chance."

WANTED—a girl
Who does not feel bound
To push a "goodthing"
When it happens around.

A girl with one heart,
One mind and one face—
A queen among women,
A peeress of grace.

If a girl like this,
Can ever be found,
A favor you'll do me
If you bring her around.
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Psi Omega, Virginia Polytechnical Institute; Vice-President, Sophomore Class; President, Junior Class; Treasurer, Senior Class; U. S. N., 1917-19.

“Smile and the world smiles with you.”

What a difference in our class since “Freas” Creasy joined it! He has been the pleasure and joy of the class for three years, and we are truly sorry he was not in our midst our Freshman year, but he said that Uncle Sam’s need was far greater than ours. Whenever a spell of gloom comes over us, “Freas” is always there to drive it away with one of his unlimited witty remarks. Although he is jolly, carefree, cutting up most of the time, “Freas” has the ability to become serious and settle down where there is work to be done.

Creasy’s hardest work has been remaining in Richmond. His first year Newport News claimed every week-end, but since his beloved has returned to Indiana his trips are not so frequent though he still takes them.

“Bill,” we will always remember you as the “gloom-killer” and “joy-maker” of our M. C. V. days, and we are confident nothing but success awaits your future life.

ESTHER MARGUERITE CUMMINGS
Petersburg, Va.
“Maggie”
Secretary Woman’s Club.

“Where there is a will there is a way.”

It was in the fall of 1918 when this charming little vamp emerged from the “Cockade City” to adorn the doors of M. C. V. and pursue the course of dentistry.

Her college days have been a very serviceable event for her class (for she has served as a camping ground for all the discord and frivolity in the class.

“Maggie” has made wonderful progress in the study of dentistry and although she is not perfect in her work she has become efficient in the construction of “partial full uppers” and “M. O. D. treatments.”

We predict great success for her as a pediatrician for she has a pleasing disposition, and the power to win the confidence of children, also to impress upon them the fact that, “The doctor won’t hurt you.”
DANIEL LANDIS DETWILER

Herndon, Va.

"Pap," "Dan," "Det"

Delta Epsilon; Swarthmore College, 1917-18; George Washington University, 1918-20; President Senior Class; Masonic Club.

"Purity is the greatest of all achievements."

"Pap" hailed here in the fall of 1920, and joined us as a Junior, having completed his first two years in dentistry at George Washington University.

We can readily appreciate his good judgment in desiring a change for the better. This step, of course, has added considerably to his popularity at this school, for "A wise man changes his mind."

We were glad to welcome him in our class and it will be an honor to the college to confer a degree upon this worthy student. Practically, he is one of the best students in the class and has won the confidence and respect of all.

As a Dental Surgeon, we are sure he will win great fame, for "Success" is his motto, and the best is all he will accept.

WILLIAM H. DOUB

Richmond, Va.

"Doe"

"What is worth doing at all is worth doing well."

"Here he is — Doub."

"Yes, Sir, Doctor, D-O-U-B."

Here is a doctor who originally hails from the "Old North State," but has been living in Richmond for many years. This, however, has not affected his love for the old home State. He is a devoted follower of Dr. Simpson, his favorite expression being: "a la Dr. Simpson." Besides being a great doctor, he is also a politician, a champion Dill-Picker, and has won fame as a pool shark, explaining each and every shot in detail. Along with his hot line, he is one of our best students, believing in doing his work as it should be done. We are sure that success awaits him in his life's work.
It's easy enough to be happy,
When life goes along like a song.
But the girl worth while is the one who can smile,
When everything goes dead wrong!

From a garden spot in Virginia, came to us one of our co-eds, whom we have loved from the day we met her. Unlike most of our number, she had had quite a little experience along the lines, having washed plaster bowls for "Daddy" in his laboratory; and thus arose her ambition to be a dentist. Contrary to the expectations of the public, she has proved the world famed quotation that "We may be whatsoever we resolve to be," for she has kept pace with "the gang." The sweetness of her character and personality and her never fading smile has won for her a place in the hearts of her associates; and may these be her means of attaining the heights of success in dentistry, and whatever she may pursue in other fields (Matrimony).
Fair readers, cast your glance on this specimen. He hails from South Boston, and is known to us as "Mac." What! You never heard of him? Why it's the doctor himself. A good student, a ladies' man, a snappy dancer, and some "cake-eater" is this bird. "Mac" is our old buddy, and we have cherished his friendship for four long years, and now we hate to say good-bye. He says he is going home to practice with "Pa" and at the same time be with his (?) We believe in you, old boy, and can only see success before you.

With the opening of the doors of the school of dentistry to women, there came to us from that "Magic City," Roanoke, Virginia, this maiden, who has indeed disproved the theory that "good looks" and "brains" seldom accompany one another.

Wonderful technique? We'll say so! One shake of the tree and down comes the ripest of ripe "dills." We wonder how she does it, but then, why not, "Sweets to the sweet?"

Although she has led us a merry chase in the game of grades, and even destroyed our equilibrium, (no, she isn't so very small, really). We wish her a successful career, whether it be extraction of Molars or the contents of her husband's purse. (Oh! Yes, she has high matrimonial aspirations, too).
ERLIN M. MEDLIN
ZEBULON, N. C.
"Med"

Xi Psi Phi; Fles; Dental Society;
North Carolina Club; Y. M. C. A.
Delegate to Blue Ridge, Va., 1920;
Vice-President Senior Class.

"Hitch your wagon to a star."

Erlin hailed from Zebulon, which is not the
largest town in the world, but just as large accord-
ing to his own estimation.

He has done more for himself than the rest of
the class during his four years' stay here. He has
not only gained a dental degree, but has won for
himself a pal which he is expecting to take as a
life mate.

Medlin does not say enough to make any ene-
mies so everybody is his friend. He is
liked by every one and he is so good natured that
he will allow all the rough jokes to be put on him.

We predict for him great success in the practice
of dentistry down in Carolina, for there is no
chance for him to go wrong, unless Dr. Massey is
wrong, for he is Medlin’s ideal.

We wish him great success in his chosen pro-

FRENCH HALE MOORE
GALAX, VA.
"Frenchie"

"Not the best, but just as good."

The biggest thing about "Frenchie" when first
he made his debut into the class of "22" was the
medal prominently displayed on his lapel. Though
this medal was won for declaiming, "Frenchie" has
lost his eloquence, and during his four years at
M. C. V. he has plugged silently at his work
until now, instead of telling us about it, he leaves
his infirmary book open on his desk, so that we
may see the many 98's he has won.

Though "Frenchie's" long suit is dentistry, and
he has devoted most of his time here to it's pur-
suit, he has not neglected his interests on the Boule-
vard where he has been a constant caller and an
ardent suitor.

With this goes every good wish for your suc-
cess, for we are sure, "Frenchie", that this is what
awaits you in the near future.
JAMES ELIOTT SWINDELL

Englehard, N. C.

"Swindle"

Psi Omega; Whitsett Institute, 1917-18; Class Historian, 1920-21; Vice-President Dental Society, 1920-21.

"The force of his own merits makes his way."

"Swindle" drifted into Richmond from somewhere (?) along the shore of the "Old North State" while he was early in his teens. Being undecided in the choice of a profession, he entered the great war as a member of the S. A. T. C. in M. C. V. This genial steadfast, individual has always done excellent class work; been an all-around good fellow, and his ability as a technician is beyond reproach. At present he has not decided just where he will locate, but by the trend of things he will have someone to help him solve the problems and perplexities of life.

We feel sure that he will meet with a rapid and worthy success.

BERTRAM LEE WARREN

Portsmouth, Va.

"Kidney-Foot," "Prothero"

Psi Omega; Class President, 1918-19; Honor Council, 1919-20.

"A lion among the ladies is a most dreadful thing."

Bert hailed from the big city of Portsmouth in 1918, as being the best looking man in that city. Upon his arrival at M. C. V. he soon had all the dates under lock and key, and anyone desiring a date found it necessary to see this handsome Romeo.

He was first tempted to go into the movies with his "Charlie Chaplin feet", but after considering the needs of his city, determined to become a dentist.

"Bert," old boy, thus far you have made a grand success, and although you are not so skillful in foot movement, you have achieved the title of "Dr. Prothero".

We wish you great success in your future profession.
DAYTON LOUIS WATTS
Amherst, Va.
“Shorty” and “Shimmy”
Psi Omega; Theta Sigma Chi; Virginia Military Academy, 1917; Vice-President Class, 1921.

“Be a sport.”

Nobody knows why “Shorty” took up the study of Dentistry. He don’t himself. Anyway “our small-town buddie” left his home in Amherst in 1918 to enter M. C. V. During his four years here he has learned to fill teeth as well as to shoot crap and play a good game of pool. He says he pays as much tuition at “Haskin’s” as he does at school.

“Shimmie” is the best sport at M. C. V. If he has a dollar, half of it is yours for the asking.

We know that a brilliant future awaits “Shorty,” for he has already taken one big step toward success—that of matrimony.

Good-by “Shorty”, old boy, we wish you Godspeed in all your undertakings.

WILLIAM WESLEY WHITE
Norfolk, Va.
“Little Cake”
Xi Psi Phi; Pi Kappa Pi; Virginia Military Institute; Vice-President Student Body, 1921-22; Vice- Presidential Dental Society, 1919-20; Honor Council, 1918-19; Corporal, S. A. T. C., 1918-19; Fle’s.

“Would that each star were a woman and I the moon.”

“Wee Willie” hails from Norfolk (most of his time since, having been spent at the beaches thereabouts) after having made a short stay at V. M. I. He decided that a soldier’s life was not for him, so he came to cast his lot with us. He has developed a superb technique as a “tooth-carpenter,” and his naturally genial and sunny disposition makes him a favorite, not only among his associates, but also among the fair sex as well. He is a regular ladies’ man when there is no work on hand, listening eagerly to the strains of a jazz band gives the ladies a treat by instructing them in the latest steps from Norfolk. Needless to say, he is one of “the gang”, and the gang always makes good.
HENRY ARCHER WOOLDRIDGE

CLIFFORD CURTIS WOOLDRIDGE

RICHMOND, VA.

"The Wooldridge Twins"

Dental Society; Honor Council, 1920-21; Xi Psi Phi.

"Count that day lost, whose low descending sun, views at thy hand, no worthy action done."

These boys hail from Highland Park, but are now privileged to call themselves "Richmonders", since they have recently taken out naturalization papers. We don't know why they decided to study dentistry, unless it was to enable them to have the pleasure of putting a rubber-dam on a patient and then talking HER to death.

It is rumoured that the "Laboratory Twins" save transfers from one month to another but none of us really believe it. We all do know, however, that they are the hardest and most consistent workers in our class.

Being so much alike, they have been a source of perplexity to both instructors and patients.

We all join in wishing them the success and happiness which we feel they are bound to attain, due not only to their energy but to their ability as well.
Junior Dentistry
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Junior Dental Class History

On that memorable day, September 15, 1919, there entered through the portals of this glorious old M. C. V. forty-six young men with their wagons hitched to the same star—that shining golden light which bears the name, Doctor of Dental Surgery.

Our Freshman year was an ever changing panorama of the unfolding of mysteries. Our Sophomore year carried us further into the mysteries of the working of “Mother Nature.” We delved deep into the wonders of Physiology, Organic and Physiological Chemistry, Metallurgy and Anatomy. Many of our members matched their knowledge with the Virginia State Board and, needless to say, did honor to their Alma Mater.

In September, 1921, the curtain rises and we see forty Juniors feeling big, looking big and acting big. We were ushered into the infirmary and left to solve the problems of the “rubber dam” and various other implements of our profession. On that same day two hours later the curtain falls on forty Juniors feeling small, looking small and acting small.

These were days of sore trials and tribulations and oh, how often did we wish for four hands instead of two, and for thumbs which were not so obstructive. We have chosen the particular instruments which are to be “the joy of our life,” but “to our utter consternation” we still encounter a few patients who are not convinced by our professional manner (which we have cultivated with great care).

Now, as we approach the end of our third year, we can look back at the past and derive great pleasure from the time-honored maxim: “The greatest happiness comes from the knowledge of work well done.” The way has been long, and the going rough, but we have done our best, and when graduation comes let us hope that we will march to the graduation exercises, as we have marched to so many classes, with every member present. We have worked conscientiously and faithfully, with strict adherence to the motto: “They succeed best, and alone have permanent success, who with loyalty and perseverance follow ideals and divine ends.”

Historian.
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Sophomore Dental Class History

SEPTEMBER 15, 1920, ushered into M. C. V. an unusually large number of "Down Homers" and "Old Virginians." What primitive ideas and illusions these self same men brought to this institution as to what constituted a D. D. S.! "Hitch your wagon to a D. D. S." was the slogan of all. To record all the events that took place in our history would in truth require a supplement to our "X-Ray." To save this and give the reader a fair chance we will cite only a few of our notable events.

To show their appreciation and esteem for our noteworthy coming, the faculty, through Dr. Brodnax, presented each and every one of us with a gift. This gift consisted of a box, which to us seemed to contain the bones of ten or twelve snakes and three or four crocodiles, but we later found that they were the last remains of some former entrant of the Anatomy Hall, who had successfully passed a course in dissection. After the presentations of the gifts, we were introduced to Dr. Lipscomb, who explained the technique of taking a bath in a dish of alcohol, and how to enjoy a good moving picture when we saw one. Yet the faculty wasn't satisfied,—we hadn't met Dr. Rudd. Upon getting his course in Chemistry and numerous other joy-breakers as Physics and Biology, we were beginning to consider what a far-off planet we had selected to which to hitch our wagon. But soon the ray of knowledge appeared and we grasped what was and succeeded in passing our Freshman year.

September 15, 1921, brought thirty-nine of us back to answer "Here" to that old, old roll. After the first few days, we settled down and took upon ourselves the burdens of Sophomores. It is with great interest we note the great amount of enthusiasm that our class showed this year in research work, as proved by the regularity with which the "scopes" were hauled away from the Pathology laboratory. The final result of the great work has not yet been published, but there is grave discussion among some of our learned young men as to the advisability of adding another chapter on inflammation to our Pathology book. We also have the pleasure of having among us a great exponent of Physiology. In fact, this gentleman had his heart or perhaps we had better say his stomach so set
on Physiology that he proceeded to eat our frog specimens, and it is with great difficulty that we saved the turtles, so that they would be in sufficient number to do their duty to the class.

September was quickly followed by January, so finally Pathology and Physiology were followed by Chemistry. With the coming of this course memories carried us back to our Freshman year. Mr. Howard, however, soon showed us that in Quantitative Analysis there is no time for memories of by-gone days for we were soon teaching crucibles and watch glasses the art of “see-sawing” on a pair of “scales”. Having completed the prescribed course of Quantitative Analysis, we were immediately put to work, using Metallurgy as a medium, to find out Midas’ secret of changing the baser metals into gold. Notwithstanding our failure to arrive at this secret we succeeded to solving many of the constituents of Volstead’s prohibited products through the processes of Organic Chemistry.

We have also the distinction of making, under the supervision of Dr. Cattell, a set of steel instruments which resemble our Black’s cutting set so closely as to cause us no end of trouble in trying to separate the two when they unavoidably became mixed. In Prosthetics, our dentures were turned out with such a degree of perfection as to cause the “widow” to talk.

The eagerness and diligence which we have shown in our work thus far, has successfully let us through our Freshman and Sophomore years. May it continue to be our guiding star, and send us forth eventually to uphold our Alma Mater and our chosen profession.

—HISTORIAN.
Freshman Dental Class

This body of embryo dentists convened here in the early autumn of 1921. That our class is small, we admit. We further admit that what we lack in numbers, we atone for in qualities.

We are unable to devote as much time to this History as we would like, and it would not be prudent, not to our best interests to go into too much detail, or to adhere too closely to the truth, for the characters and reputations of some of our members will not admit of too close scrutiny. We are full of vim, vigour and lies, but still hope for the future. We are only human; we tell the truth when we can, deviating therefrom only when we must; playing the game square as long as we can and then keeping square for a little longer.

Some of us, no doubt would make better farmers than Dentists. One member, whose name our conscience will not let us disclose, listened to a two-hour lecture on "Ketones" and went forth from the lecture room with but a single note in his book, and that to the effect that the Lecturer had left his "keys to home". We try to put up a big front, as the Sophomores do, and with a smile for all, let's go on to prepare ourselves to "fix" our brother's ailing teeth, to fill our purse with money and to do all we can to deserve a just and lasting "pigskin".
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OFFICERS
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President
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Dumbell Dental Society

JABBO'S—that famous dental student's resort and the only one of its kind on Clay Street—was the scene last night of the Annual All-Night Celebration of the Dumbell Society of the Dental Infirmary.

The first portion of the celebration was given over to the business meeting. Champion Dumbell Creasy called the meeting to order after strenuous efforts on his part. Dumbell Secretary Cummins succeeded in calling the roll amid cheers of "With the Gang". To Dumbell Cummins falls the honor of being the first female elected to our society and well does she deserve the said honor. Following the roll call, officers for the ensuing year were elected. Brother Dumbell Maynard was unanimously elected Champion for the ensuing year, the entire society feeling that his Dumbell qualities and consequent popularity warranting this honor. Brother Dumbell Major was elected Secretary by virtue of his marvelous penmanship. Mention is here made of the fact that Brother Major was the first of the Junior class to don the white coat which he wears with unrivaled grace.

The retiring Champion, Dumbell Creasy, next rose to make his annual address. Dumbell Creasy is the oldest active member of the society, he being one of the charter members back in the days when Peyton and Asbestos John were considerably younger. Dumbell Creasy spoke with eloquence for some thirty odd minutes. The topic of his speech was "Don't be a fool all your life". Brother Creasy gave various reasons for his faults and actions in the past and the methods by which he overcame same. The retiring Secretary, Cummins, next gave a brief talk on repairing vulcanite dentures with cement. This was followed by the installation of officers for the following year, an appointed committee of five conducting the weird and impressive ceremony. The newly-elected Champion Dumbell gave a most interesting talk on the effect of caries on artificial porcelain teeth, producing startling facts on the subject. Next on the program was Dumbell Harry Lyons, alias "G. V. Black", who delivered a very instructive lecture on "The construction of full upper and lower dentures by the thirty minute method". Dr. Holliday, one of our guests of honor, voluntarily rose and gave a short talk of appreciation for the service Dumbell Lyons rendered the profession by his new technic and presented him with a roll of tin-foil weighing approximately twenty-five pounds. In closing his talk, Dr. Holliday eulogized a bit, saying that "the ladder of success in Prosthetic Dentistry was made of tin-foil".
Time-out was here called for bottled refreshments following which Dumbell Doub spoke on “Asepsis”, Dumbell Watts on “The Marriage Problem of the Dentist and How I Solved It”, Dumbell Goolsby on “The Dentition of the Toad”, Dumbell Belcher on “Dental Cosmetics”, and Dumbell Brown on “The Anatomy of the Neck”—a very interesting subject which is still open for further investigation. Dumbell Boaz, alias Slim Callahan, startled the society by leading an enormous Bull into the assembly room and delivering a most resourceful and illustrated lecture on the various types of malocclusion of the said animal. For fully an hour Dumbell Boaz slung the Bull around in a fashion that showed complete mastery of his subject. Shortly after finishing his lecture, Dumbell Boaz collapsed, the cause being correctly diagnosed as too much Bull. By way of appreciation, the least we can say for Dumbell Boaz is that he is a martyr to his cause.

At mid-night, the gathering so-journed to the banquet room where an elaborate dinner was served followed by round after round of refreshments. Between courses, various members of the Dental Faculty—present as guests of honor—gave short talks. Dr. Andy Wash, Willie Wash’s famous boy from Apple Grove, spoke on “The Inclination of Enamel Rods”. Dr. Catell reminded us of his “Extensions for Prevention, Convenience and Strength”. Dr. Hoggan spoke on the “Comparative Dental Anatomy of the Spirocheata Pallida”. Dr. Simpson followed with a ballad entitled “This Instrument is the Joy of my Life”, recommending to us the use of his “Simpson’s 13”.

Reports as to how the celebration broke up are numerous and vague, no one seeming to remember clearly. However, everyone present considered the celebration a howling success. The outlook for next year is exceedingly bright, as Dumbell material from the present Sophomore class which comes up to the Infirmary next year seems to be plentiful.

All hail the Dumbells. They’re with the Gang!
A Student's Letter Home

DEAREST DAD: I take my pen
To write to you and ask for Ten.
Ten Bones, I think, will keep me alive,
But if you can't send Ten, send me Five.
Then on Five we will agree.
But if you can't send Five, send me Three.
Three Bucks, I think, will pull me through,
But if you can't send Three, send me Two.
If you can't send Two, please send One.
I remain, your loving son.

—G. A. C. J.
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RUFUS CARTER ALLEY
BRISTOL, VA.
“C. C.”
Pi Theta Sigma; Kappa Psi; Southwest Virginia Club; Pharmaceutical Club.

“Silence is more eloquent than speech.”

Rufus is another son of the “Southwest” who has launched upon a sea of “pills and pestles” and has proved himself a student who can fathom the depths of science with ease.

When not studying, he is usually playing some trick on his room-mate, the “Rev. Rose.” We thought it bad when he put salt in the bed, but sugar in the hair- tonic didn’t appeal to the “Rev.” as much as it did to the flies.

Not being satisfied to limit his activities to the painting of diatoms, or the chasing of molecules, he has been doing research work in the worm and bug department of the W and M. Extension Course, and judging from his drawings we are led to believe that he has made some astounding discoveries.

His genial disposition and his perseverance will, in time earn for him their just reward.

WHARTON POLLARD BEAHM
LURAY, VA.
“Willie P.”
Luray High School; Zeta Delta Chi; Pharmaceutical Association; Honor Council, 1921-22; A. E. F. in France.

“All we want is to be let alone”.

Uncle Sam felt the great need of a real soldier in the world war and so he sent Beahm to France in the Hospital Division. Immediately on his return to his native soil, Beahm betook himself to M. C. V. to increase his knowledge of “pill rolling”, proving to everyone that he had done this by passing the board in October, 1921, as a full registered Pharmacist.

“Willie P.” is a likable boy with a jolly disposition making friends wherever he turns—he always wears a smile and never seems to be down-hearted. While short in stature, he is broad in mind. The prediction of everyone is that he will become one of the outstanding and most notable figures in his chosen profession.

He is a good sport and enjoys a good time, but he says there is a time for work and a time for play and when he begins the former he always assumes a very serious (?) attitude. We wish him the greatest success possible for man to achieve as he goes out in life and know that he will always render the best service that is within him.
Charles Bowman, from Woodstock, alias the "Cusin Artist" from Grant’s Drug Store. When it comes to cussin', Charles outclasses anything that we have ever seen.

However, while in school he has led a quiet, steady, studious and clean life, that he will never be ashamed of in his later days. These things have won for him a staunch friendship among his classmates.

He has made a great success of his course and we regret to see the close of this year, because we know that one of our best students will go out to face the battles of life and such a battle this is, but why should we hesitate when we know what a brilliant future awaits him.

By his good work and his geniality he has carved a record among his classmates that will never be forgotten as the years of time roll on.

Charles R. Bowman
Woodstock, Va.

“Charlie”, “Woodstock”

Woodstock High School; Zeta Delta Chi; Class Historian, 1920-21; Secretary-Treasurer of Virginia Valley Club, 1920-21; Vice-President of Class, 1921-22; Zeta Delta Chi; Pharmaceutical Association; Y. M. C. A.

“Not too sober, not too gay,
A rare good Fellow in every way”.

Harvey Christian Brownley
Norfolk, Va.

“Berkley”

Maury High School; Pi Theta Sigma; Kappa Psi; Pharmaceutical Association; President Junior Class; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Representative to Y. M. C. A. Convention in Lynchburg, Va.

“I seem a saint when most I play the devil.”

“Brownley”, as his nickname implies, comes to us from Norfolk, a city that has furnished old M. C. V. with a good many students, but few that have made the record he has.

The first of his successes was to make one hundred on Calculations, something that our class had never heard of, nor thought possible. Since then Brownley has been gradually climbing and now he stands among the best in his class.

When at work you will find him among the busiest and when anyone else is having a good time you can always tell he is there by that lick on the back.

He speaks of taking medicine but we think this due to some recent experience on the Ashland Road, which he hates to give up. But whatever he does we are sure he will succeed and cause Berkley to come into prominence even more than he says it is today.
LINDSAY WESLEY BUTLER
Scottsville, Va.
"Colonel", "Fullhouse"
Scottsville High School; Pi Theta Sigma; Kappa Psi; F. L. E.’s; Pharmaceutical Association; Private, S. A. T. C., 1918-19; Scholarship, 1921-22.

"You look wise, please correct the error."

Lindsay came to us from a "full house" in Scottsville, Va., and at first sight of him one would think this the cause of his scarcity of hair, but far be he from wrong. Butler has won the distinction of being the most carefree member of our class. After being out of school for two years he comes back with a strong determination to master his profession.

With the ladies he is a wizard, knocking them cold the first chance he is given. "Little Joe" is his only rival, but from present indications he has mastered even him.

We think possibly he is a relation of Judge Lindsay’s, as in all arguments he always holds cut until the last one of us is convinced. This is not a bad trait though, but only shows more clearly his Determination to win.

He leaves M. C. V. a full registered Pharmacist, passing the board in January. Wherever Butler may locate, we are sure he will be a leader in that community, and we wish him all the success possible.

JOSIAH W. CHAMBLEE
Wakefield, N. C.
"Joe"
Wake Forest College; Zeta Delta Chi; North Carolina Club; Sergeant-at-Arms; Pharmaceutical Association.

"Try not to do more than you can do, and do it."

After looking mother earth over from the portentous architecture of our famous Capital City to the rugged shores of Newport News, our friend, "Joe" became passionately inspired with the desire to assist in easing the pains of mankind through the art of concocting pills and bitters.

Zealous in this chosen field of duty, trusted and liked by all who know him and proving a true friend to all who can boast of his friendship. This earnest, industrious ex-farmer from our Southern Sister State will leave his Alma Mater with a bright future before him.

His exploits among the fairer sex are matters of his own mind, but we have reason to believe that M. C. V. might possibly be one of two attractions which led this young Pharmacist to declare: "Richmond is a Wonderful City."

His friendship will ever be prized by all who know him and we hope him a united success in the Pharmaceutical World.
STANLEY HOWE CHANNING
Fentress, Va.
"Channing"
Great Bridge High School, 1918; Randolph-Macon Academy, 1919-20; Zeta Delta Chi; Pharmaceutical Association, 1920-21-22; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 1920-21-22; Delegate to Students’ Conference, Asheville, N. C., 1921; University of Richmond Club; Tidewater Club; X-Ray Representative, 1921-22.

“For a man nothing is so well betrayed as by his manners.”

Any time, any place, and anywhere you see him, Channing is wearing the smile that won’t come off. When you first meet him you like him, and the longer you know him the better you like him.

He loves the ladies, and do they love him?—the heart of many a Richmond girl flutters in answer, but his realm of romance is unrestricted (safety in numbers) so that the “specializing” remains a mystery of the future.

His other hobby is art; simply glance over the pages of the past publications of the X-Ray, Channing, however, declines to commercialize his drawings, as the field of Pharmacy holds greater charms for him.

As conscientious in his endeavors as he is unsevering in principle, Channing is a man of the highest ideals. Likewise an unflinching student, a true friend and a good fellow, who has won for himself a host of friends, the good wishes of whom follow him in his chosen career judging from the past, we predict his future a sparkling success.

ARTHUR COOPER
Norfolk, Va.
"Arkie", "Cake", "Dr. Henley"

“He who loves not wine, women or song, Remains a fool his whole life long.”

"Here’s Cooper, On with the dance!" "Arkie" has caused more confusion among his classmates and the faculty than any other student that has ever entered the M. C. V. He alone is not responsible for this “Comedy of Errors”, as he has a twin brother who looks like him, talks like him, acts like him, and does like him. Cooper is a “lion” amongst the fair sex, for which reason we will know why that famous phrase, “Why girls leave home”, was ever originated. He is an excellent judge of stock, "Cakes" being his specialty; he invariably worships the "Golden Calf".

Arthur has proven himself a worthy ‘student, and has gained the admiration and respect of his classmates by the sterling qualities displayed by him both in and out of school. There is no reason why he shouldn’t succeed in his chosen profession, and we extend him our best wishes.
“He never troubles trouble unless trouble troubles him.”

“Copie” came into our midst from the mountains that overhang that famous City of Clifton Forge. It was there that he decided upon the favorite flower as “Four Roses”. A little while after he had settled down in College Hall he obtained the name “Black Jew” and he still keeps this as an official synonym.

When it comes to working Chemistry problems, and it takes a good man to beat him in Calculating.

“Copie” is a good sport, as everybody will admit; a very good student and a friend that is as true as steel. We predict great things for “Copie”, and know that when he settles down back in the mountains, with his fair maiden, that he will make his old classmates proud of him.

Zeta Delta Chi; Secretary-Treasurer of Senior Class; Pharmaceutical Association.

“The choicest things in life come in small packages.”

“Harry”, that modest little fellow from the “Hill City” is the subject of this article, also the object, and if you give him the chance, he will be the verb. “Harry” is strong for action and speed, characteristics which he imported and seems to be unable to lose, as he is almost always the first to finish a quiz or examinations.

He is one of those kind of fellows who believes in persevering to the end, and has exemplified a firmness of character and genial spirit toward his college mates which has won the respect of all who know him. He is a brilliant student, and fine friend, a good sport, and a genial companion. A brilliant future awaits him in the life work he has chosen.
MARSHALL DAVID GAYHEART
GREENVILLE, Va.
“Gay”

“His nature is too noble for the world.”

Marshall came to us from the garden spot of
the world, “The Shenandoah Valley”, where the
mountains kiss the skies and the apple trees grow.

He would very seldom talk about girls, but
would be asking questions about some drug or
patent medicine. Marshall, being in Richmond
two years, hasn’t missed a meal at the boarding
house, and only been late once for dispensing
pharmacy, but declared his watch had stopped
running.

DEWEY THOMAS GOODEN
HIDDENITE, N. C.
“Tar Heel”

Hiddenite High School; Appala-
chian Training School; M. W. A.;
North Carolina Club; Pharmaceutical
Association.

“Esse quam videri esse.”

Two years ago a young fellow by the name of
Gooden matriculated at M. C. V. He describes
the place where he spent his childhood days as
Hiddenite, North Carolina. It is doubtful if such
a place exists, but if it does he is certainly a
typical example of the “Old North State.”

Gooden is a rare specimen of humanity and
he possesses an intellect unexcelled by any of the
other North Carolinians because he even admits
it to be alright to be born in such a State.

His favorite conversation is forever about a
certain one of the fair sex, whom he left behind.
It is understood that he will return to her fold
as soon as possible.

Gooden is a dandy good fellow, as you can
easily conclude from his name. He is jolly and
smiling. Since entering M. C. V. he has gathered
a vast number of friends which is unexcelled by
any other student.

He will return to the place where all other
“Tar Heels” go, and in that native town, we know
that he will be exceedingly successful selling
“Spirits of Turpentine” and “Oil of Dwarf Pine
Needles.”
Hector came into our midst from the "Old North State," and he lives up to all of the ideals that the name, "Tar-Heel", implies. "Hec" is the only man in the class who let "Prof. Cupid" get the best of him while with us.

He is a fine fellow, with a good word for everybody. His good nature has won a host of friends for him in M. C. V. Chemistry is his favorite ticket and he crowns the "Profs." on every quiz.

We predict for this enthusiastic young North Carolinian a very successful and happy life, knowing that he will be an outstanding figure in his professional life in his native State.
LEWIS E. JARRETT
Richmond, Va.

"L. E."

Zeta Delta Chi; Washington and Lee University; Pharmaceutical Association; Virginia Pharmaceutical Association; Valley of Virginia Club; Washington and Lee Club; President of Senior Class; Rockbridge Club.

"Sometimes I think and then I am in pain,
To think how to unthink that thought again."

For two years he has pursued in quiet and unruffled college life, moving slowly, always with the same plain stride, he is the symbol of impressive dignity. And yet, strange paradox, he has taken an active interest in college life. He is a man liked by both students and professors—and his honors have come unsought but not unmerited. For here is one of true worth in all dimensions of life. He feels deeply, thinks critically, and is absolutely sincere. And yet with all there is a saving sense of humor about him that stamps him as a genial companion and friend in whose company the moments pass quickly.

WILLIAM JAMES KEARNEY
Phoebus, Va.

"Dick"

Pharmaceutical Association.

"Learn to do by doing."

Kearney came into our midst from the quaint little town of Phoebus, Virginia. Of all of the students from "Tidewater, Virginia," Kearney is unanimously selected as the smartest of the crew, as he is the only one to possess the significant feature of "Auburn Hair". Since matriculating at M. C. V. he has made a number of friends unexcelled by any other student. He is a real and ideal fellow, good hearted, ever ready to help anyone.

He is a fellow with a smile for everyone, full of pep and fun. He likes to attend the Lyric, but Rudd's Chemistry keeps him away a lot of times. Kearney is forever chatting of a member of the fair sex whom he left behind. It is rumored after receiving his "Ph. G." that he will return to her in a very short period of time.

For this big fellow we predict a very successful future, knowing that he will be an outstanding student in the "Art of Pill-making."
JOSEPH EDWARD LAYMAN
Finca stle, Va.

"Joe"
Daleville College; Zeta Delta Chi; Pharmaceutical Association; South-west Club.

"What is a man if he's not a mystery."

Two years ago there wondered from the wild and thickets of Botetourt, a youth desirous of learning the art of pill rolling. It was no less a person than "Joe," who really became a favorite of all who knew him. "Joe" has delved deeply into the mystery of Chemistry and after a series of research experiments has proven authentically that C2H5 O H is a stimulant of no mean value.

Before taking up the study of Pharmacy "Joe" attended school at Daleville College, which accounts for his success in Pharmacy and interest in school activities especially basketball in which he is very proficient.

"Joe" is an ardent follower of the light fantastic toe, an excellent boy, a fine friend and a good sport and we predict for him a very successful future in his chosen profession.

THOMAS FRANKLIN MARSHALL
Victoria, Va.

"Tommie"
Victoria High School; Zeta Delta Chi; Pharmaceutical Association.

"Knowledge is power, wisdom is bliss;
All frivolous pastime, I dismiss."

Little did the people of Victoria think that when "Tommie" left for the city he would ever return a celebrity, but such is the case, and the more we see of him the more we are convinced of this fact.

"Tommie" is rated among the select few of the best students in our class, and he well deserves every bit of it for he is by far one of the hardest working students in the bunch, also he is probably the best technician in the class.

"Tommie" is one who is liked by everyone that knows him and he has an enviable reputation among his classmates for honesty, firmness, truthfulness, and other such virtues. He is full of fun and pep, but when serious matters arise, he possesses the power of forethought and good judgment.

There is no doubt as to "Tommie's" success in the Pharmacy profession, and he will certainly be a credit to this honorable calling.
WILLIAM WAGENER McCARTNEY
ALTA VISTA, VA.
"Mac"
Alta Vista High School; Pi Theta Sigma; Kappa Psi; Pharmaceutical Association.

"Eat, drink and be merry,
For tomorrow we diet."

"Mac" hails from Alta Vista. Here fate cast its mighty shadow and he conceived the idea of being a "Pill-Roller", hence a student of the M. C. V.

All who know him appreciate his great personality and sincerity, which have acquired for him a large circle of friends at M. C. V. "Mac" is a hard worker and uses as his motto, "perseverance", so it can easily be understood why he does not (?) when his retort fails to manipulate properly in Organic Chemistry.

Among the ladies he is not exactly a "he vampire", but we all admit that he is no "woman hater". He passes out a line that would be most appetizing to any deep sea fish.

"Mac" raves consistently about that wonderful town of Alta Vista and we predict that in the near future he will be chief "Pill-Roller" for his district and can foresee nothing but success in store for him.

LORAN VINCENT MORGAN
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
"Happy"
Portsmouth High School; Zeta Delta Chi; F. L. E.'s; Pharmaceutical Association.

"There is not a fiercer hell than the failure in a great object."

"Happy" is an original seaman, about the worst thing that can be said of him is that he hails from Portsmouth. "Happy" is a typical Virginian with a big heart and extreme good disposition. His favorite occupation is giving "tips" before an examination, while his favorite pleasure is attending the movies and describing the show to a bunch of fellows afterwards. One of his favorite tickets is Chemistry, but occasionally he is heard to utter, "What in the deuce is the use of all this stuff to a Pharmacist anyhow?"

Morgan's inspiration lives in that village by the sea from whence he hails. He is forever talking of the day he passes the Board and returns to some fair sea nymph that lives near the ocean beach.

We predict for "Happy" a very successful career as a "Pill-Roller", as he seems to like the art very much.
MORRIS NOVECK

Richmond, Va.

"Late"

Roanoke College; Pharmaceutical Association.

"The man who concentrates his hours by vigorous efforts and honest aims."

"Noveck!" "Oh, he'll be here!" "Better late than never", seems to be his motto. Nevertheless he is a good steady worker. Why, he even passed the Board. He is very ambitious and some of these days—well just wait and see.

He is always known by his smiling countenance and his aims as he thinks of others as well as of himself. His personality stands outright and with this we feel sure that his future plans and efforts in the field of Pharmacy will be marked with sparkling success.

CHARLES THOMAS PAYSINGER

Newberry, S. C.

"Sand Lapper"

Newberry College, A. B., 1916-20; Class Historian; Pharmaceutical Association; S. A. T. C. Newberry College.

"What is left when honor is lost."

Paysinger hails from South Carolina, where they lynch "niggers", elect Cole Blease governor and even raise cotton.

We are told that Paysinger stood high at Newberry College from where he obtained his A. B. degree. When he came to M. C. V. he immediately joined the curler's club and has curled every quiz since.

Paysinger is a faithful worker, a good student, and dandy good fellow and one who is never too busy ot help you out of trouble.

He possesses two hundred pounds of weight and embarrassment to himself and to others particularly. With a smile as broad as his corporeal frame, he will make a pronounced ornament for one of our future apothecaries.

We predict a very successful future for this "real fellow" from the Palmetto State and that he will be a pronounced figure in the pharmaceutical world at his native home.
CECIL RICHMOND PENDLETON
Dungannon, Va.

"Pen"
Dungannon High School; Southwest Virginia Club; Zeta Delta Chi; College Y. M. C. A.; Pharmaceutical Association.

"Troubles sit but lightly on his shoulders."

"Pen" hails from the Southwestern part of the State. He holds the tradition of his part of the State sacred and true to them. He will not do a single thing to mar them, but he will do everything within his power to uphold them. He is a prince of a good fellow and you always find him gay, happy and contented. He makes the best of all circumstances, and clothes all opportunities by the foulcock. He is an ardent admirer of the "white uniform" and the aroma of C2H5 O. H. though these he did not let come between him and his studies as he is one of the proven "Chemical Sharks."

We predict a great future for "Pen", because he is endowed with all the prerequisites of a great and successful business man. We feel confident that he will transform all the thorns that may perchance to be in his path into roses and that he will continue to mount the ladder of success until he reaches the top and here he will be a power in the Pharmaceutical world.

HUGH T. PERKINSON
Chase City, Va.

"Perk"
Chase City High School; University of Va., 1918-20; Pi Theta Sigma; Kappa Psi; F. L. E.'s; University of Va. Club; Secretary-Treasurer of Student Body; President Pharmaceutical Association.

"He is a man, take him all in all,
We shall not look upon his like again."

Seldom are we fortunate enough to have among our classmates a true friend like Perkinson, for he possesses a personality all unto himself, which, is a combination of sincerity, mirth and perseverance. All of these qualities account for his popularity as a leader, not only in our class, but throughout the entire student body. In like manner, his leadership prevails in the classroom, for, whether it be Chemistry or Pharmacognosy, the mysteries of this room are easily solved by him.

Out of school "Perk" is admired by all who know him, for he is a real sport, always willing to do his bit, and one whose word is his bond. He, like the rest of us, has his weak spot, and as a result is suffering from the torture of Dan Cupid's arrow. We all wish him the best of luck.

When this, our Senior year, has come to an end, and each of us journey to the old home, we will carry with us the consolation that "Perk" will succeed and be a credit to his profession wherever he settles.
LEOPOLDO O. PONCE

Trinidad, Cuba.

"Ponce"

"Slow, but sure."

"Ponce" hailed from the land of "shady palms" and "Sunny Climes"—where booze, wine, and charming women makes one believe that he is in the land of the "Fountain of Youth."

He came here with the intent purpose of distinguishing himself in the realms of Pharmacy and has mastered the art of "Mixing Oil and Water" in defiance of the physical laws of nature.

Ponce is often found burning the midnight oil (on Broad Street) and is an adherent of the theory drink (C2H5 O H) and love beautiful women for to-morrow you may die.

EDWARD KINLEY ROSE

Herald, Va.

"Eddie"

Kappa Psi; Pi Theta Sigma; Lincoln Memorial University; Southwest Virginia Club; Pharmaceutical Association.

"No man is justified in doing evil on the ground of expediency."

"Rose" is somewhat of a philosopher. Always willing to do more than his share, and always willing to come to the aid of anyone who needs his help, he has made a host of friends since his arrival. He is an ideal fellow. He has a ready smile and a fund of jolly good nature and ready wit. Next to Pharmacy, his thoughts turn to politics. You see, he's from the Southwest. You can guess the rest. It has been rumored that about the time he graduates, he intends to "let the rest of the world go by."

We predict for this all-around good-fellow, an extremely successful career in the world of drugs.
Ladies and Gentlemen! Allow me to introduce Mr. W. A. Smith, of Culpeper, whom we are delighted to have back with us, after staying out last year. Indeed, we are proud to have him with us again, as he is a rare "avis". "W. A." is a quiet and unassuming sort of a fellow, but his close acquaintances are aware of his hidden fires. He is a handsome sort of a chap, for which reason he is somewhat of a social lion. Smith is a good student and a conscientious worker, and due to these qualities he has left most of us on the wayside by passing the full "Board," which, as we all know, is no child's play. Smith, due to his congenial personality, has gained a host of friends and there is no doubt that throughout his career he will continue to do so.

WILLIAM ADELBERT SMITH
Culpeper, Va.
"W. A."
Culpeper High School; Kappa Psi; Pi Theta Sigma; Pharmaceutical Association.

"Still water runs deep."

WILLIAM ALBERT STAINBACK
Alberta, Va.
"Bill"
Alberta High School; Scholarship awarded by the Virginia Pharmaceutical Association; Pharmaceutical Association.

"He's armed without who's innocent within."

Bill hails from some remote spot in Virginia where the stillness of the night is only broken by the doleful croaks of the frog and crow of the rooster. But after a few days in the Capitol City, he became naturalized, acquiring the habits of a "Regular Guy", and after parting his hair in the middle we at once placed him on the list of the "Cake Eaters" of the M. C. V.

He as a hard working student and is not satisfied with anything less than a "B", although he finds time to visit the latest movies. He says, "That the movies take the drudgery out of Rudd's Chemistry".

His favorite expression is, "I've got a heavy date on to-night", therefore he must like the ladies, and we are almost sure that in his efforts to master Pharmacy, that his little heart was pierced by Cupid's arrow, as silently as a thief in the night.

We predict a successful future for him as it is hard to keep a good man down.
JOHN WALTER STROLE
Stanley, Va.

"Daddy"
Stanley High School; Zeta Delta Chi; American Pharmaceutical Association.

"Happy am I, for care I am free,
Why aren't they all as content as me?"

Strole, otherwise known as Daddy, came to us in the fall of 1920, from the mountain section where the corn grows tall, moonshine runs freely, men grow fat and good natured.

Strole is a man of one idea, divided by two, the world having two purposes, Pharmacy and dancing. We have to admit he is a great lover of women, and most every night you can see him strutting his mess with them.

His great ambition in life is to get his diploma, pass the Board, have a drug store “all by myself”, and make enough to keep a small family.

Here is wishing you all the success in the world, “Daddy”, old man, may you soon find the Madam and the rest will “sunshine”.

DOYLE SHELBOURNE WILLIAMS
Pembroke, Va.

"Jerry"
Pembroke High School; Pharmaceutical Association; Y. M. C. A.

"The world may wag at will, so I have my pipe."

Hurry! Hurry! Step right up! We have here "Jerry the Wild Man", captured alive in the wilds of Giles county.

"Jerry" is light-hearted and free from all worry. He loves to spend his spare time in what he calls, “shaking a wicked hoof”. When it comes to Materia Medica and Therapeutics, he is a shark. He spends many pleasant hours searching the columns of “Potter” for remedies for such dire diseases as, “Freckles, Corns and Epilation”. He boasts that he has a remedy which will remove corns from wooden legs. Among other accomplishments, he is a fisherman and bear-hunter of renown. But although a hound at pool, “pill-rolling” is his sole ambition and he contemplates going back to Pembroke where he may demand recognition as a pill expert. "Jerry", Old Top, we predict nothing but success ahead of you.
Woodard has, during the last two years at M. C. V., had many nicknames, but the one by which he is best known is just "Ikie". He is one of the boys who hail from "the city by the sea", Portsmouth, and from the many wonderful things he tells us of it, causes us to wonder just why he left. It must have been the desire to become a famous "Pill-Roller".

"Ikie" takes great pride in brushing those golden waves and wonders why all the girls do not fall for them. He has many friends which have been won by his generosity and cheerfulness. He is a genius in his classes and takes great pleasure in answering questions that seem impossible to the leaders of the class.

We will miss "Ikie" very much and extend our greatest sympathy to the next year's class as they will have to do without him. All wish him the best of luck in his future work and love affairs.

---

MAXWELL ZEDD

NORFOLK, VA.

"Suppositorian"

Maury High School; Pharmaceutical Association.

"Work while you work, and play while you play."

"Let's have a laugh, boys," is the expression that we can see when Zedd walks up to us. His motto seems to be, "Laugh and the world laughs with you, weep and you weep alone". Maxwell is always ready to crack a joke and have a laugh, but in class business is business.

His virtues are many and faults are few, but his worst habit was Chemistry, and Manufacturing Suppositories. Mac would study Chemistry, but we could see his mind wandering, we don't know where, whether to the "West End" or to Norfolk, but we can often hear someone crying through the hall, "Zedd wanted at the phone".

Aside from being a good student and pal, we are looking forward to Zedd in the pharmacy profession as an outstanding character. We hesitate to say "Carbolic Acid", to a pal like this, but we know, that big success is awaiting him back in "the city by the sea", and the best wishes of each member goes with him in his chosen profession.
Junior Pharmacy Class

OFFICERS

H. C. Twining
President

F. C. Fuqua
Vice-President

W. W. Chandler
Secretary-Treasurer

R. G. Morton
Honor Council

Yetta Brown
X-Ray Representative

Members

Adams, E. G.  Graham, E. A.  Norman, L. F.
Allen, B. T.  Guttridge, M. W.  Parr, D. C.
Alphin, Boyd  Haag, H. B.  Powell, J. R.
Barley, O. V.  Hayth, W. P.  Rayburn, H. L.
Board, E. E.  Hedgepeth, R. A.  Ritsch, Courtney
Branch, A. A.  Hodges, S. M.  Rowe, L. A.
Brown, Yetta  Hope, J. W.  Rush, E. R.
Callison, G. S.  Jennings, A. D.  Sloan, R. R.
Cappa, H. M.  Jerushalmy, N.  Smith, E. P. T.
Carpenter, R.  Knesley, C. L.  Stokes, H. S.
Chandler, W. W.  Lecky, W. R.  Taylor, Clarence
Cooper, Irvin  McConnell, T. G.  Twining, H. C.
Coplet, H. N.  McEntyre, Dewey  White, E. W.
Demchock, F. J.  McGee, P. H.  Workman, E.
Dutton, J. A.  Miller, Elizabeth
Fuqua, F. C.  Morton, R. G.

Special
Coghill, H. D.
Junior Pharmacy Class History

The morning of September 14, 1921, dawns an ideal one for adventure, and anxiously we set forth upon the Sea of Books in quest of that golden island, Knowledge.

Scarcely were we out of port when we encountered a small fleet, “The Rudd”, which immediately attacked and conquered us. Promptly we were then taken ashore, only to be placed in the clutches of the ground-walker, Fackenthal, who stripped us of our wings and the ability to walk in air. By him were we sentenced to live in the land of Botany, but were often apprenticed to the Pilots, Phipps and Fletcher, who guided us through the intricacies of Physiology and Calculations. By Captain Crockett were we rescued only to be confounded by unanswerable riddles, and solutions of many kinds.

Once settled to our fate, however, we managed to select among ourselves, the following officers:

President—Harvey C. Twining.
Vice-President—F. C. Fuqua.
Secretary-Treasurer—W. W. Chandler.
X-Ray Representative—Yetta Brown.

With the most perilous and rugged portion of our journey left well behind us, as we sail smoothly along, we take note of the number of our crew, delighted to find that only a few have been washed overboard. We awaken to the fact that part of our travels are over and that the latter half looms dark and treacherous in the distance.

With much interest we watch the fleet preceding us, so soon to drop anchor, and row ashore on the boats of Ambition and Courage, to the shores of the land of Opportunity and Chance. And as they sail along, we wonder if we too will brave the storms of the second and last portion of our journey as courageously and successfully as they. “Let us try!”

—Historian.
SCHOOL OF NURSING
School of Nursing

DIRECTRESS OF NURSES

Josephine Kimerer, R. N.

FACULTY

Subjects
Administration ................................................................. FREDERIC B. MORLOK
Anatomy ................................................................. WILLIAM TATE GRAHAM, M. D.
Bacteriology ............................................................... A. H. STRAUSS, B. S.
Bandaging ................................................................. T. NEILL BARNETT, M. D.
Chemistry ................................................................. A. F. McCRAKEN, A. M.
Clinical Diagnosis ...................................................... WILLIAM A. SHEPHERD, M. D.

Contagious and Infectious Diseases
Dental Hygiene .......................................................... THOMAS W. MURRELL, M. D.
Dermatology ............................................................... HELEN J. HOOKER
Dietetics ................................................................. WILLIAM F. MERCER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Diseases .................................... WILLIAM F. MERCER, M. D.
Gynecology ................................................................. STUART N. MICHAUX, M. D.
Hygiene ................................................................. WILLIAM H. HIGGINS, M. D.
Massage ................................................................. AGNES V. SUMMERS
Materia Medica ............................................................ N. THOMAS ENNETT, M. D.
Medicine ................................................................. J. GARNETT NELSON, M. D.
Moral Prophylaxis .......................................................... ALEXANDER G. BROWN, Jr., M. D.
Neurology ................................................................. BEVERLY R. TUCKER, M. D.
Nursing Subjects .......................................................... ELIZABETH M. MEYER, R. N.
Obstetrics ................................................................. M. PIERCE RUCKER, M. D.
Orthopedics ............................................................. WILLIAM F. GRIGG, M. D.
Pediatrics ................................................................. MCGUIRE NEWTON, M. D.
Physiology ................................................................. J. MOREHEAD ENNETT, M. D.
Surgery ................................................................. CLAUDE C. COLEMAN, M. D.
Therapeutics ............................................................. WILLIAM B. PORTER, M. D.
Senior Nurses Class

OFFICERS

Miss Hildred Bauserman
President

Miss Florence C. Schwab
Vice-President

Miss Fonda H. Donnally
Secretary-Treasurer

Miss Virginia Besson
Historian
MARY ESTALINE ALEXANDER
Stuarts Draft, Va.

"Alex"

"The path of duty was the way to glory."

Talk about experience, Alex has had it. She is an ex-school teacher, and after wondering around teaching school in the mountains of Virginia she landed in our midst on the first day of July, 1919. And since her arrival she has chastened us until we are almost good! She is very conscientious in her hospital work and never tires of doing for her patients and especially painstaking is she if her patient happens to be a doctor or a nurse. She is the official alarm for the girls on her side of the house. You can hear her, as regular as a clock, every morning at 6 A. M. patting around tapping at each door calling, "Girls, are you up?" What would we do without her?

HILDRED BAUSERMAN
Zepp, Va.

"Baus"

"I will be happy and free. I'll be sad for no man."

"Baus" hails from the Shenandoah Valley. If a vote were taken as to who is the most popular girl in the Senior class it would be unanimously "Baus". Taken all around, up and down, she is fine! She is almost always in a good humor, but when her wrath does break loose it is as sudden as it is terrible. If you should incur her wrath at the table you would not be in the least surprised if a biscuit should fly up and hit you or a glass of water go trickling down your back. Mrs. Kimerer is always terribly "surprised" if "Baus" makes a break for she is "Kim's" "model nurse". We all agree with her except that we must add the word "friend". We predict for her a splendid future.

Here's to our president of the class of 1922.
"She thinks too much. Such girls are dangerous."

After roaming around over the greater part of the South in pursuit of an education and happiness "Bess" decided to take life more seriously and finally, on the first day of July, 1919, she landed in our midst and since then she has applied herself well. Miss Besson is one of our most brilliant students and most efficient nurses.

There is a secret about her; at one time we thought her to be a man hater but recently she has developed a great liking for a certain member of the opposite sex and also for "dill pickles". She aspires to be a M. D. We wish her the greatest success in this field, but we fear that her professional office is destined to be built for two.

"She needs no eulogy, she speaks for herself."

When we look at her, we stop to wonder how anyone so young and beautiful can be so dignified.

But the gods were generous to her for with her beauty and dignity she was given an unselfish heart and a head filled with common sense. She is a conscientious worker and a capable nurse. In addition to this she is a great sport and likes nothing better than to take in a good show with a bunch of the girls. We know she will make a success in her chosen profession for she has a determination all her own. So here's to the future!
MINNIE LAVILLA COLE,
Pamplin, Va.
"Cole"
"Faithfulness is her virtue."

If you have any energy to waste don’t ever try to get Cole to hurry for she is just like an old mule,—if you hurry him, he balks. But we predict for her a brilliant future in orthopedic surgery because even now her chief pleasure seems to be in helping “Tommy” put on “plaster casters”. Cole is as meek as Moses to look at, but she goes about her duties in a quiet and conscientious manner and she can even bluff her patients into being afraid of her.

FONDA HUNTER DONNALLY
Marlinton, W. Va.
"Don"
"Love is the essence of all things."

A stranger hearing us call her “Don” might reasonably expect, from the name, to see a girl of the Spanish type, with olive complexion and dark hair. But, not so. “Don” is a true blonde. Her chief delight and pastime is in vamping as many of the male gender as she can. She is famed as a soda jerker and her milk shakes “with whiskers” were often used with telling effect as a dangerous weapon in the process of vamping certain of the race known as “Internes.” She is quite a “sport”, and when she dresses to go out on her “P. M.” she looks like a picture from the fashion page of the Sunday paper. She is not a member of the “O. C.”, for reasons best known to herself. We will all miss “Don” when our paths separate, but we hope to hear and see more of her in the future.
ANNE ELISE GRIMES
GREENSBORO, N. C.

"Elise"

"I am sure care is an enemy of life."

Who is that little blonde, "Dutch looking" nurse on "P. H. Three?" Why that is "ELISE."—Mrs. Wiggs the second. We think Grimes has taken up the wrong vocation. She should have been a philosopher. She always has a little anecdote to tell to illustrate some point in question. You just have to laugh at her. ELISE's motto seems to be, "never do anything to-day that you can put off till to-morrow". She never worries. Worry runs off her like water off a duck's back. But is she a good nurse? We'll say she is.

EDITH FLORA HALTON
SARASOTA, FLA.

"Halt"

"Eat, drink, and be merry! For to-morrow ye may die".

Listen! That's "Halt". You could tell Edith Halton's laugh anywhere. She carries a laugh with her from the time "Baus" calls her at 6 A. M. until long after the light bell has chimed at 10:30 P. M. One thing that is characteristic of her, is that she is always hungry. In fact, she is always so hungry that she will even bite at every joke her room-mate will throw at her. She is an excellent nurse. Her chief ambition is to graduate and go back to Sarasota and be Daddy's office nurse. We know that many an M. D. will envy Dr. Halton his efficient nurse. But "Halt's" merry giggle has kept more than one "Probe" from having "Home Again Blues."
AGNES VIRGINIA KANAK
Prince George, Va.

"Kanak"

"Happy am I, from care I am free,
Why ain't they all contented like me?"

"Kanak" is our "Bohemian Girl", but unlike this old song she is never sad. She has a laugh for everything that may happen and she can be sympathetic too when occasion calls. Happy-go-lucky! That's Kanak. Her patients all seem to like her. She cheers them up with her laughs and little odd phrases. She has a B. A. from the "Modern School of Flirt" and has vamped everything about the hospital from the night-watchman to the chief interne. We do not expect "Kanak" to nurse very long after she graduates. Who can tell?

EULA ENOCH MILLER
Roland, N. C.

"Eula"

"Be a good sport."

"Eula" is another one of those famous "Tarheels" who believe in having a good time without working. She is the sport and the loafer of the class. Often she leaves the nurses' home for "Emma's, (her sister), but we are certain that more often she never gets to 1809 W. Main for, quite frequently, she has been seen parading Broad Street with "Harrell Angels (?)".

But Eula is our classmate and as such we love her. By-the-way, you can "rag" her to pieces!
FLORENCE CORA SCHWAB
WAYNESBORO, VA.

"Swabby"

"A heart to resolve, a head to contrive, and a hand to execute."

"Swabby" is the youngest nurse in the class—but only in years. For to see her going about her duties in her quiet, self confident way she gives the impression of being old in the service. If you want to find "Swabby" while off duty just look in her room and there you will find her with her book, usually the "American." Her favorite conveyance seems to be a horse and buggy. She is the brightest girl in the class; she has a red head! But such pretty red hair with an "honest-to-goodness marcelle ware." Schwab may be "Swab" to us but to Mrs. Kimerer she is a "model nurse".
In Memory
of
Our Classmate and Friend
Fay Elizabeth Waterman
Died October 3rd, 1920

"To live in hearts we leave behind
Is not to die."
Intermediate Class

OFFICERS

Miss Frances E. Buchanan ............................... President
Miss Catherine M. Bell ................................. Vice-President
Miss Elizabeth Shepherd ............................... Secretary-Treasurer
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Members
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Intermediate Class History

FROM the highest peaks of the Blue Ridge to the lands of the Old North State, there came to the Memorial Hospital a most varied group of individuals for the purpose of becoming trained nurses. We extend from the first of January to the first of June as the Class of 1923. As our first duty we went under coaching of making beds and etc.

Varied and interesting were our experiences, and long and tediously did we work to overcome the obstacles with which we met. The zeal and eagerness for hard work has stayed with us. We've done our best, are proud of our record, and can offer no apologies for mistakes we've made.

Finally, though our history must of necessity be short, we have yet to live, and the future holds promises of better days.

Thus endeth the history of the class. Judging from the past the Class has every reason to hope for a wide future.
Junior Class

OFFICERS
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Junior Class History

It was from November 27, 1920, to June 1, 1921, that the members of the Junior Class trooped in from our usual haunts to the Memorial Hospital. This new professional training, to us, was as one going into a far country, but the secret of success is constancy to purpose.

We, as probationers, served two long months of laborious work, but the “cap and bib” was a bright and shining star, to which we lifted our hopes and renewed us with nervous energy. What a wonderful day there would be when we passed from the “Probe” stage. At last! we were granted the privilege, and with fear and trembling did we add to our uniform the “cap and bib.” We soon found out however, that the “cap and bib” didn’t keep us from getting “sat on” by our superiors, and we, however, submitted ourselves to the following:

1st. “Remember your subordinate position.”
2nd. “Do not offer unsolicited information to superiors.”
3rd. “Do not call Seniors and Intermediates by their first names.”
4th. “In brief do not be fresh, familiar or foolish. ‘Lady-like and professional is expected of all.’ If you do not understand the meaning, observe your superiors. We find that the hours of recreation are brief, but do not be uneasy. We have laid before you only a few important points.”

The vital parts of our life here are not included in this X-RAY. Our doings so far, have been little, but as our three years of training passes along, we hold the banner of our profession high, and our kind deeds will ring through ages to come.

Dear classmates, for you all, does the Historian go back in loving retrospection over the past year. The Senior and Intermediate classes do not care, there are plenty more classes to come and many have gone before. But we care for it all, just for life, just forever and a day.
What every "Pros" wants

Our "Hot Dog"

Let's go!

From Richmond to Mattie Town

Night nurse at 6:00 A.M.

Public Health Nursing - Schwab on O.B. call.

"familiar objects about M."

C.W.B.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Recreations</th>
<th>By-words</th>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Ambitions</th>
<th>Loafing places</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Alex&quot;</td>
<td>Goodness</td>
<td>Working over time</td>
<td>&quot;The Mischief&quot;</td>
<td>A Step-mother</td>
<td>To be a Missionary</td>
<td>On the porch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Bau&quot;</td>
<td>Cleverness</td>
<td>Playing jokes</td>
<td>&quot;?&quot;</td>
<td>A nuisance</td>
<td>To be a O. R. Technician</td>
<td>Everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Bess&quot;</td>
<td>Temper</td>
<td>Flying off the handle</td>
<td>&quot;You Crazy&quot;</td>
<td>A &quot;Dill Pickle&quot;</td>
<td>To be a M. D.</td>
<td>Any place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Maym&quot;</td>
<td>Determination</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>&quot;My Kingdom&quot;</td>
<td>A director</td>
<td>To specialize in Orthopedics</td>
<td>On a shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Cole&quot;</td>
<td>Faithfulness</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>&quot;Good Night&quot;</td>
<td>Supervisor of Doo- ley Hospital</td>
<td>To be a Doctor's Wife</td>
<td>&quot;Bau's&quot; room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Don&quot;</td>
<td>Style</td>
<td>Vamping</td>
<td>&quot;Poor Fish&quot;</td>
<td>An old maid</td>
<td>To get a bargain</td>
<td>Frat. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Elise&quot;</td>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>Going to the movies</td>
<td>&quot;Suffering Cats&quot;</td>
<td>A housekeeper</td>
<td>To be loved</td>
<td>Odor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Hall&quot;</td>
<td>Sense of humor</td>
<td>Eating</td>
<td>&quot;You Big Nut&quot;</td>
<td>A &quot;Mrs.&quot;</td>
<td>To be loved</td>
<td>Nurse's office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Kanak&quot;</td>
<td>Good nature</td>
<td>Flirting</td>
<td>&quot;I got 'em told&quot;</td>
<td>An old bachelor's date</td>
<td>To marry</td>
<td>Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Eula&quot;</td>
<td>Studiousness</td>
<td>Going to Emma's</td>
<td>&quot;I tell the world&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>To be a Flower</td>
<td>Broad Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Swabby&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>&quot;You Bop&quot;</td>
<td>Running</td>
<td>Morris chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FRATERNITIES
A Tea Hound’s Mirror

Views of tea-hounds off’ remind us,
    As we pass a certain place,
That above their stooping shoulders
    There’s an empty, void space.

Slick and parted in the middle
    Are the locks upon their domes,
’Tis a deep, mysterious riddle
    Why at large they’re ’lowed to roam.

Garbed in duds so ultra-fashioned,
    Wearing lids of funny shapes,
Smelly with all sorts of lotions
    There they stand and gape and gape.

But, why be concerned about them?
    Life is but a fleeting dream.
I’ve concluded this about them,
    They’re exactly what they seem.
Pi Mu

Fratres in Facultate

Anderson, Paul V.  
Baughman, Greer  
Blackwell, K. S.  
Blanton, C. A.  
Blanton, H. W.  
Blanton, W. B.  
Brown, A. G.  
Brunk, O. C.  
Christian, W. G.  
Fitts, J. Blair  
Fowlkes, C. H.  
Graham, W. T.  
Gray, A. L.  
Grinnan, St. George  
Hopkins, E. Guy  
Howle, P. W.  
Hughes, T. E.  
Johns, F. S.  
Mann, Herbert  
McGavock, E. P.  
McGuire, Stuart  
Nelson, J. Garnett  
Newton, McGuire  
Peple, W. Lowndes  
Price, L. T.  
Rucker, M. P.  
Shepherd, W. A.  
Talbot, E. V.  
Tucker, Beverly R.  
Warriner, J. E.  
White, J. A.  
Williams, E. G.  
Willis, A. M.
Pi Mu

Founded at University of Virginia, 1892

Beta Chapter established at University College of Medicine, 1893
Gamma Chapter established at Medical College of Virginia, 1896
Beta-Gamma Chapter formed at Medical College of Virginia, 1913

COLORS: Crimson and Gold.    FLOWER: Crimson Carnation.

Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922

Harris, M. H.    Loving, J. B.    Sawyer, L. L.

CLASS 1923

Avrack, J. A.    Hening, L. P.    Mickle, E. R.
Atkinson, B. J.    Holderby, C. E.    Wilson, A. A.
Burns, J. E.    Liggan, L. S.

CLASS 1924

Alexander, H. C.    Garriss, H. T.    Washington, T. B.
Davis, J. A. G.    Terry, G. S.

CLASS 1925

Childs, G. G.    Garrett, C. D.    Jarman, M. B.
Coffendaffer, R. S.    Hillsman, J. A.
### Pi Mu

**Fratres in Urbe**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anderson, Paul V.</th>
<th>Lorraine, W. B.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashworth, O. O.</td>
<td>Mann, Herbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker, Harry B.</td>
<td>Mason, A. Norton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baughman, Greer</td>
<td>McGavock, E. P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackwell, K. S.</td>
<td>McGuire, Stuart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanton, C. A.</td>
<td>Michaux, Stuart N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanton, W. B.</td>
<td>Nelson, J. Garnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright, J. Fulmer</td>
<td>Newton, McGuire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, A. G.</td>
<td>Paul, Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunk, O. C.</td>
<td>Pearman, T. B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole, D. B.</td>
<td>Peple, W. Lowndes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig, W. H.</td>
<td>Pifer, H. I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creekmur, R. L.</td>
<td>Price, Lawrence T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ennett, N. Thomas</td>
<td>Reade, F. M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian, W. G.</td>
<td>Rucker, M. Pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitts, J. Blair</td>
<td>Rudasill, C. L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowlkes, C. H.</td>
<td>Shepherd, W. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham, W. T.</td>
<td>Sinton, Arthur C., Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray, A. L.</td>
<td>Talbot, E. B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinnan, St. George</td>
<td>Tucker, Beverly R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorsline, I. T.</td>
<td>Tyler, Dorsey A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson, E. L., Jr.</td>
<td>Upshur, Francis W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkins, E. Guy</td>
<td>Vaughn, R. W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howle, Paul V.</td>
<td>Warriner, J. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, T. E.</td>
<td>White, J. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns, F. S.</td>
<td>Williams, Ennion G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimbrough, A. M.</td>
<td>Willis, A. M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phi Chi

Chapters

ALPHA.................................................................University of Vermont
ALPHA-ALPHA......................................................University of Louisville
ALPHA-BETA........................................................University of Tennessee
ALPHA-THETA.......................................................Western Reserve University
BETA.................................................................University of Oregon
BETA-DELTA........................................................University of Colorado
BETA-UPSILON......................................................University of Maryland
BETA-CHI...........................................................University of Colorado
GAMMA..............................................................Ohio State University
DELTA.................................................................Tufts College Medical School
DELTA-PI.............................................................University of Utah
EPSILON..............................................................Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery
EPSILON-CHI......................................................Margarette University
ZETA.................................................................University of Texas
ETA-UPSILON......................................................Medical School of Harvard University
THETA-ETA........................................................Medical College of Virginia
THETA-UPSILON..................................................Temple University
IOTA.................................................................University of Alabama
KAPPA...............................................................Georgetown University
KAPPA-DELTA......................................................Johns Hopkins University
KAPPA-RHO........................................................Northwestern University
KAPPA-UPSILON..................................................University of Kansas
KAPPA-CHI...........................................................University of Minnesota
LAMBDA-RHO.....................................................University of Arkansas Medical School
MU.................................................................Indiana University Medical School
XI........................................................----------Baylor Medical College
OMICRON............................................................Tulane University
PI...................................................................University of Vanderbilt
PI-DELTA-PHI.....................................................University of California
RHO.................................................................Rush Medical College
RHO-DELTA........................................................Cornell University
SIGMA..............................................................Emory University
SIGMA-DELTA.....................................................University of South Dakota
SIGMA-THETA.....................................................University of North Carolina
SIGMA-UPSILON..................................................University of Wisconsin
TAU-BETA..........................................................Stanford University
UPSILON-ZETA....................................................University of Cincinnati
UPSILON-IOTA....................................................University of Illinois
UPSILON-NU.......................................................University of Nebraska
UPSILON-PI........................................................University of Pennsylvania
UPSILON-SIGMA................................................Columbia University
PHI.................................................................George Washington University
PHI-RHO..........................................................St. Louis University
PHI-SIGMA.........................................................Loyola University Medical College
CHI.................................................................Jefferson Medical College
CHI-UPSILON.....................................................Creighton University
PSI.................................................................University of Michigan
Phi Chi

Founded at University of Vermont, 1887

Theta Chapter established at Medical College of Virginia, 1900
Eta Chapter established at Medical College of Virginia, 1903
Theta-Eta Chapters combined, 1913.

Colors: Green and White. Flower: Lily of the Valley.

Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922
Caravati, C. M.
Crawford, W. J.
Dickerson, W. E.
Ridge, C. F.
Whitaker, P. F.
Woods, J. B., Jr.

CLASS 1923
Beasley, W. S., Jr.
Combs, F.
Cozart, S. R.
Luttrell, H. B.
Schull, E. C.
Owens, P. F.
Lilly, J. P.

CLASS 1924
Bailey, John
Bowles, N. W.
Colvard, G. T.
Mathews, Wm.

CLASS 1925
Cox, J. G.
Evans, D. P.
Evans, T. E.
Gunn, S. E.
Repass, J. C.
Phi Chi

Fratres in Facultate

| Bagby, A. F.         | Langston, H. J.       |
| Blair, J. R.         | Mason, W. R., Jr.     |
| Courtney, R. H.      | Mercer, W. J.         |
| Davis, T. D.         | Nuchols, M. E.        |
| Gayle, R. F.         | Rosebro, B. M.        |
| Gray, B. H.          | Ross, C. F.           |
| Henson, J. W.        | Tabb, J. L.           |
| Hill, E.             | Royster, J. H.        |
| Hutcheson, J. M.     |                      |

Fratres in Urbe

| Bagby, A. F.         | Maloney, G. R.        |
| Blair, J. R.         | Masters, H. R.       |
| Courtney, R. H.      | Mason, W. R.         |
| Cowardin, W. J       | McCutcheon, W. B.    |
| Cloyd, J. A.         | Mercer, W. J.        |
| Dardin, O. B.        | Nuchols, M. E.       |
| Davis, J. M.         | Nixon, G. R.         |
| Davis, T. D.         | Rosebro, B. M.       |
| Fitzgerald, R. S     | Ross, C. F.          |
| Fulton, J. F.        | Stuart, R. R.        |
| Gayle, R. F.         | Stump, C. E.         |
| Gray, B. F.          | Tabb, J. L.          |
| Henson, J. W.        | Taylor, H. McG.      |
| Hutcheson, J. M.     | Wiatt, R. G.         |
| Jones, W. R.         | Williamson, W. F.    |
| Lord, F. K.          | Willis, R. G.        |
| Langston, H. J.      | Winn, J. F.          |
Phi Beta Pi

Chapters

ALPHA ....................................................... University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ZETA ....................................................... University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
ETA ......................................................... Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
PHI ......................................................... Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
CHI ....................................................... Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.
ALPHA ETA ............................................... University of Virginia, University, Va.
ALPHA XI ................................................... Harvard University, Brookline, Mass.
ALPHA OMICRON. ......................................... Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
ALPHA NU .................................................. University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
ALPHA TAU .................................................. University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
RHO ......................................................... Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
SIGMA ...................................................... University of Alabama, University, Ala.
ALPHA BETA ............................................... Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
ALPHA KAPPA ............................................. University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
ALPHA LAMBDA ............................................ University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
ALPHA MU .................................................... University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
ALPHA PHI ................................................. Baylor University, Dallas, Texas
BETA ......................................................... University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
DELTA ...................................................... Rush Medical College (University of Chicago), Chicago, Ill.
THETA ...................................................... Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, Ill.
IOTA ......................................................... College of P. & S., University of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.
KAPPA ...................................................... Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery, Detroit, Mich.
OMICRON .................................................... Indiana University, Indianapolis, Ind.
ALPHA EPSILON ............................................ Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
ALPHA ZETA ............................................... Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.
ALPHA PI .................................................... University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
ALPHA OMEGA ............................................ Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.
LAMBDA ...................................................... St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
MU .............................................................. Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
XI .............................................................. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
PI .............................................................. University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
TAU ............................................................ University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
ALPHA ALPHA .............................................. John A. Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.
ALPHA IOTA ............................................... University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.
ALPHA UPSILON ............................................ University of Kansas, Rosedale, Kan.
ALPHA CHI .................................................. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
ALPHA PSI .................................................. University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.
BETA ALPHA ................................................. University of West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.
Phi Beta Pi

Organized at the University of Pittsburgh, 1891
Phi Psi Chapter established at the Medical College of Virginia, 1901


Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922
Gardner, W. R.            Ozlin, W. J.            Winn, T. M.

CLASS 1923
Bailey, B. F.              Edwards, R. H.       Kyle, R. S.
Clements, F. J.            Harris, R. N.        Payne, W. R.

CLASS 1924
Hunt, B. E.                Lamberth, A. D.      McCarty, W. H.

CLASS 1925
Goad, R. R.               Martin, A. G.          Hearst, E. H.
Phi Beta Pi

Fratres in Facultate

Bracy, W. R.  
Gatewood, E. T.  
Lyerly, J. G.  
Mauck, H. P.  
Sease, C. I.  
Stoneburner, L. T.  
Turner, N. H.  
Urbach, Howard  
Wheeldon, Thomas F.  
Wright, R. H.

Fratres in Urbe

Bracy, W. R.  
Brinkley, A. S.  
Ezekiel, A. G.  
Houser, A. A.  
Gatewood, E. T.  
Levy, E. C.  
Lyerly, J. G.  
Mauck, H. P.  
Merrick, T. D.  
Nichols, A. R.  
Oppenheimer, St. Julian  
Oppenheimer, W. T.  
Sease, C. I.  
Stoneburner, L. T.  
Turner, N. H.  
Urbach, Howard  
Wheeldon, Thomas F.  
Wright, R. H.
Omega Upsilon Phi

Chapters

ALPHA .................................................................University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
BETA .................................................................University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.
EPSILON .............................................................Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York City.
IOTA .................................................................University of Leland Stanford, Jr., San Francisco, Cal.
NU (TAU XI) ........................................................Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
OMEGA ...............................................................University of California, Berkley, Cal.
RHO .................................................................Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
THETA ...............................................................Cornell University Medical College, New York City.
LAMBDA ..............................................................Georgetown University, Georgetown, D. C.
Omega Upsilon Phi

Founded at the University of Buffalo, November 15, 1894
Nu Chapter established at the Medical College of Virginia, March 1, 1903

COLORS: Crimson and Gold. FLOWER: Red Carnation.

Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922
Coates, Joseph
Fox, P. G.
Parson, G. W., Jr.

CLASS 1923
Babb, E. M.
Batte, W. H., Jr.
Davis, J. G., Jr.
Robertson, J. C.
Hileman, S. P.
Handy, F. E.
Horton, H. Z. L.
Menzies, H. H.
Robertson, J. N.
Wilkinson, E. M.

CLASS 1924
Bess, R. W.
Bishop, J. M.
Blakey, R. A.
Brown, B. F.
Buckley, T. S.
McGee, W. A., Jr.

CLASS 1925
Brown, F. A.
Graham, W. R.
LeFevre, R. G.
Omega Upsilon Phi

Fratres in Facultate

Bryan, Robert C.  LaRoque, G. Paul
Herring, A. L.  Bryce, E. C.
Hodges, J. Allison  Terrell, E. H.
Hodges, Fred M.  Trice, E. T.
Henderson, T. B.  Rawles, B. W.
Lewis, C. Howard  Robbins, Chas. R.
Miller, Clifton M.  Menzies, H. H.

Scudder, C. F.

Fratres in Urbe

Anderson, M. L.  Jones, T. D.
Baker, Sidney J.  LaRoque, G. Paul
Beadles, F. H.  Lewis, C. Howard
Boissea, J. G.  Martin, George B.
Bullard, J. B.  Mitchell, R. E.
Bryan, Robert C.  Miller, Clifton M.
Bryce, E. C.  Moon, S. B.
Carrington, Chas. V.  Rawles, B. W.
Cook, Giles B.  Robbins, Chas. R.
Folkes, C. A.  Shumate, J. K.
Flanagan, L.  Simmerman, H. H.
Henderson, T. B.  Terrell, E. H.
Herring, A. L.  Trice, E. T.
Hodges, J. Allison  Weitzel, John S.
Hodges, Fred M.  Wood, Hugh

Hopkins, W. B.
Phi Rho Sigma

Chapters

Phi Rho Sigma fraternity was established at the Northwestern Medical School, Chicago, Illinois, October 31, 189.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>University/Medical College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA</td>
<td>Northwestern University, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>University of Illinois, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMMA</td>
<td>Rush Medical College, Chicago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELTA</td>
<td>University of Southern California, Los Angeles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSILON</td>
<td>Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery, Detroit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZETA</td>
<td>University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETA</td>
<td>Creighton Medical College, Omaha, Neb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THETA TAU</td>
<td>University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTA</td>
<td>University of Nebraska, Omaha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPPA</td>
<td>Western Reserve University School of Medicine, Cleveland, O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMBDA PHI</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>Harvard University, Boston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMICRON</td>
<td>Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Indiana University, Indianapolis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHO</td>
<td>Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGMA</td>
<td>University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSILON</td>
<td>Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKULL and SCEPTRE</td>
<td>Yale University, New Haven, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI</td>
<td>University of Colorado, Denver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA OMEGA DELTA</td>
<td>University of Buffalo, Buffalo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMEGA</td>
<td>Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA BETA</td>
<td>Columbia University, New York.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA GAMMA</td>
<td>McGill University, Montreal, Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELTA OMICRON ALPHA</td>
<td>Tulane University, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA EPSILON</td>
<td>Toronto University, Toronto, Canada.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phi Rho Sigma

Founded at the Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, Ill., October 31, 1890
Upsilon Chapter established April 26, 1906.

COLORS: Old Gold and Crimson.

Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922
L. O. Snead
B. P. Seward
C. D. Noftsinger
R. F. Cline
J. E. Taylor

CLASS 1923
P. H. Neal
D. B. Stuart
R. P. Hawkins, Jr.
H. L. Gwynn
R. R. Jones
J. T. Graham

CLASS 1924
A. B. Sloan
J. R. Chitwood
R. L. Noblin

CLASS 1925
W. M. Junkin
Waylow Blue
M. M. Lynch, Jr.
G. W. Booth
P. H. Wiseman
C. S. White
W. T. Harris
D. G. Chapman
Phi Rho Sigma

**Fratres in Facultate**

| H. A. Bullock | W. H. Higgins |
| J. B. Dalton  | B. L. Hillsman |
| B. F. Eckles  | T. W. Murrell  |
| Fred Fletcher | W. B. Porter    |
| E. C. Eggleston| J. H. Smith    |
| R. C. Fravel  | W. R. Vaughan   |
| W. W. Gill    | R. R. Doss     |
| J. F. Geisinger|              |

**Fratres in Urbe**

| S. W. Budd    | Peyton S. Lewis |
| R. F. Gillespie| J. K. Richardson|
| C. M. Irvin   | E. A. Turman    |
| Cullen Pitt   | J. W. Turman    |
Chi Zeta Chi

Chapters

ALPHA PROVINCE

ALPHA ................................................................. University of Georgia
LAMBD A ............................................................... University of Tennessee
MU ................................................................. Tulane University
NU ................................................................. University of Arkansas
OMICRON ............................................................ Washington University
XI ............................................................. St. Louis University
ALPHA-ALPHA ...................................................... Emory University

BETA PROVINCE

DELTA ................................................................. University of Maryland
UPSILON .......................................................... Fordham University
PSI .............................................................. Medical College of Virginia
OMEGA .......................................................... Baylor University
SIGMA ............................................................ University of Oklahoma
THETA .......................................................... University of Missouri
Chi Zeta Chi

Founded at University of Georgia, 1903

Psi Chapter established at Medical College of Virginia, 1910


Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922
Bray, E. P.  
Kane, E. J.  
Harrington, R. H.

CLASS 1923
Mease, J. A., Jr.  
Treccise, J. P.  
Schiefelbein, H. T.

CLASS 1924
Black, J. E.  
Martin, T. D.  
Boatwright, D. C.

CLASS 1925
Campbell, R. D.  
Doughtery, J. M., Jr.  
Miller, S. G.  
Snyder, W. S., Jr.
# Chi Zeta Chi

## Fratres in Facultate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bear, Joseph</td>
<td>Sherrick, W. R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipscomb, P. D.</td>
<td>Weatherly, T. B.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Fratres in Urbe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bear, Joseph</td>
<td>Shelton, T. S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochran, C. C.</td>
<td>Sycle, M. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foltz, J. D.</td>
<td>Thompson, W. P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipscomb, P. D.</td>
<td>Timberlake, R. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannabass, J. W.</td>
<td>Whitmore, W. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherrick, W. R.</td>
<td>Weatherly, T. B.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Xi Psi Phi

Chapters

ALPHA...........................University of Michigan, Dental Department, Ann Arbor, Mich.
BETA.............................New York College of Dentistry, New York, N. Y.
DELTA.............................Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Baltimore, Md.
EPSILON..........................University of Iowa, Dental Department, Iowa City, Iowa.
ETA...............................University of Maryland, Dental Department, Baltimore, Md.
THETA.............................Indiana Dental College, Indianapolis, Ind.
IOTA..............................University of California, Dental Department, San Francisco, Cal.
KAPPA............................Ohio State University, Dental Department, Columbus, Ohio.
LAMBDAN..........................Chicago College of Dental Surgery, Chicago, Ill.
MU.................................University of Buffalo, Dental Department, Buffalo, N. Y.
NU................................Harvard University, Dental Department, Boston, Mass.
XI................................Medical College of Virginia, Dental Department, Richmond, Va.
OMICRON..........................Royal College of Dental Surgery, Toronto, Canada.
PI................................University of Pennsylvania, Dental Department, Philadelphia, Pa.
RHO...............................Northwestern University, Dental School, Chicago, Ill.
SIGMA.............................University of Illinois, Dental Department, Chicago, Ill.
TAU................................Washington University, Dental Department, St. Louis, Mo.
UPSILON..........................Ohio College of Dental Surgery, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PHI................................University of Minnesota, Dental Department, Minneapolis, Minn.
CHI................................Western Dental College, Kansas City, Mo.
PSI................................Lincoln Dental College, Lincoln, Neb.
OMEGA............................Vanderbilt University, Dental Department, Nashville, Tenn.
ALPHA ALPHA.....................Detroit Medical College, Dental Department, Detroit, Mich.
ALPHA EPSILON...................North Pacific Dental College, Portland, Oregon.
ALPHA ETA.........................Atlanta Dental College, Atlanta, Ga.
ALPHA THETA......................University of Southern California, Dental Department, Los Angeles, Cal.
ALPHA IOTA........................Central University of Kentucky, Dental Department, Louisville, Ky.
ALPHA KAPPA......................Creighton University, College of Dentistry, Omaha, Neb.
ALPHA MU..........................George Washington University, Dental Department, Washington, D. C.
ALPHA NU..........................Tulane University, Dental Department, New Orleans, La.
ALPHA XI..........................Georgetown University, Dental Department, Washington, D. C.
Xi Psi Phi

Founded at the University of Michigan, April 4, 1889.
Xi Chapter established at the University College of Medicine, March 26, 1903.
Colors: Lavender and Cream. Flower: Red Rose.

---

Fratres in Collegio

**CLASS 1922**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lacy, M. B.</th>
<th>White, W. W.</th>
<th>Medlin, E. M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wooldridge, C. C.</td>
<td>Wooldridge, H. A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLASS 1923**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bozeman, D.</th>
<th>Harlow, T. L.</th>
<th>Sneed, G. H.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butts, C. S.</td>
<td>Kirby, K. H.</td>
<td>Smoot, F. P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caravati, H. L.</td>
<td>Martin, R. L.</td>
<td>Tipton, J. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecil, A. G.</td>
<td>Polly, C. K.</td>
<td>White, P. M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delp, C. M.</td>
<td>Reese, C. B.</td>
<td>Zickrick, K. H. B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goolsby, F. G.</td>
<td>Shotwell, H. C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLASS 1924**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armstrong, W. E.</th>
<th>Hunt, J. F.</th>
<th>Thompson, H. K.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broughton, J. O.</td>
<td>Jennings, G. A. C.</td>
<td>Underwood, A. D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillow, G. L.</td>
<td>Ramsey, A. D.</td>
<td>Walters, J. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hale, G. Fred</td>
<td>Semones, L. R.</td>
<td>Williams, J. P.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLASS 1925**

| Smith, J. Randolph | Wilson, C. H. |
Xi Psi Phi

Fratres in Facultate

| Cattell, D. M. | Walden, R. C. |
| Clark, W. E.  | Williams, J. B. |
| Simpson, R. L. | Wood, T. W. |

Fratres in Urbe

| Alexander, J. A.  | Mears, H. L. |
| Blackwell, B. T.  | Mears, J. L. |
| Bloton, J. B.     | Pusey, R. I. |
| Broaddus, W. E.   | Rudd, M. B. |
| Beeks, H. S.      | Russell, H. G. |
| Carneal, M. G.    | Simpson, R. L. |
| Hughes, J. M.     | Stigall, J. J. |
| Jeffries, R. H.   | Walden, R. C. |
| Kelly, F. R.      | Williams, J. B. |
| King, R. M.       | Wood, T. W. |
| McCrary, B. V.    | Underhill, T. A. |

Honorary

Miss L. F. Ogilvie
Psi Omega

Chapters

ALPHA ........................................... Baltimore College of Dental Surgery
BETA ........................................... New York College of Dental Surgery
DELTA ........................................... Tufts Dental College, Boston, Mass.
EPSILON ....................................... Western Reserve University
ZETA ........................................... University of Pennsylvania
ETA ........................................... Philadelphia Dental College
THETA ........................................... University of Buffalo
IOTA ........................................... Northwestern University
KAPPA ........................................... Chicago College of Dental Surgery
LAMBDA ......................................... University of Minnesota
MU ............................................... University of Denver
NU ............................................... University of Pittsburgh
XI ................................................ Marquette University
MU DELTA ...................................... Harvard University Dental School
OMICRON ........................................ Louisville College of Dental Surgery
BETA SIGMA ................................... College of Physicians and Surgeons, San Francisco
RHO ........................................... Ohio College of Dental Surgery
GAMMA TAU ................................... Atlanta Southern Dental Surgery
UPSILON ........................................ University of California
PHI ............................................... University of Maryland
CHI ............................................. North Pacific Dental College
PSI ............................................... Ohio State University
OMEGA .......................................... Indiana Dental College
BETA ALPHA .................................... University of Illinois
BETA GAMMA ................................... George Washington University
BETA DELTA .................................... University of California
BETA EPSILON ................................ New Orleans College of Dentistry
BETA ZETA ...................................... St. Louis Dental College
BETA THETA .................................... Georgetown University
GAMMA KAPPA ................................ University of Michigan
GAMMA LAMBDA ................................ College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York
GAMMA MU ..................................... University of Iowa
GAMMA NU ..................................... Vanderbilt University
GAMMA OMICRON ................................ Medical College of Virginia
GAMMA PI ...................................... Washington University
DELTA RHO ..................................... Kansas City Dental College
DELTA TAU ..................................... Wisconsin College of Physicians and Surgeons
DELTA UPSILON ................................ Texas Dental College
DELTA PHI ...................................... Western Dental College
DELTA CHI ...................................... Royal College of Dental Surgeons, Toronto
Psi Omega

Founded at Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, 1892
Gamma Omicron Chapter established at Medical College of Virginia, 1908.
Gamma XI Chapter established at University College of Medicine 1907.
Gamma and Gamma XI Chapters united in 1913.

Colors: Blue and White. Flowers: Violets and Roses.

Fratres in Collegio

Class 1922
Creasy, W. F.
Haller, J. A.
Swindell, J. E., Jr.
Watts, D. L.
Warren, B. L.

Class 1923
Belcher, J. O.
Brown, E. H.
Brag, T. A.
Burks, B. S.
Fitzgerald, H. V.
Klor, A. E. G., Jr.
Knight, W. I.
Maynard, T. H.
Sherrod, W. B.
Squire, E. A.
Worthington, F. H.

Class 1924
Alexander, L. O.
Campbell, T. W.
Gray, S. N.
Hodgins, O. R.
Howard, E. P.
Potts, J. G.
Robbins, C. J., Jr.
Foster, R. A.

Class 1925
Bennett, M. S.
Psi Omega

Fratres in Facultate
Bear, Harry
Bristow, O. A.

Fratres in Urbe
Bear, Harry
Blankenbaker, E. L.
Bowman, L. M.
Bagley, W. A.
Bowles, C. F.
Brent, R. S.
Rice, G. W.
Hoggan, J. A. C.

Bowles, C. F.
Hoggan, J. A. C.

Leach, A. G.
Lewis, J. M.
Shephard, J. L.
Tyree, J. C.
Cohn, Herbert
Bristow, O. A.
Cline, W. R.
Zeta Delta Chi

Chapters

ALPHA .................................................. Philadelphia College of Pharmacy
BETA ...................................................... Baylor University, Texas
GAMMA ................................................... Medical College of Virginia
DELTA ..................................................... Southern Methodist University, Texas
Zeta Delta Chi

Founded at Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, 1902.
Gamma Chapter established at Medical College of Virginia, 1911.
Colors: Gold and Black.  Flower: Daffodil.

Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922

W. P. Beahm  H. M. Eads  T. F. Marshall
C. R. Bowman  H. Graham  L. V. Morgan
J. W. Chamblee  L. E. Jarrett  C. R. Pendleton
S. H. Channing  J. E. Layman  J. W. Strole

CLASS 1923

O. V. Barley  R. A. Hedgepeth, Jr.  D. C. Parr
F. C. Fuqua  W. R. Lecky  L. A. Rowe
M. W. Guttridge  T. G. McConnell  E. R. Rush
H. B. Haag  P. H. McGee
Zeta Delta Chi

Fratres in Facultate
Clifford H. Beech
Philip F. Fackenthal

Fratres in Urbe
H. W. Brown
M. H. Childs
W. E. Cole
S. A. Hausenflock
T. L. Howard
W. A. Holmes
W. H. Hoover
W. B. Hopkins
O. R. Hodgin
W. M. Leech
R. M. Lowery
L. H. Maynard
B. L. Randolph
H. M. Shields
W. B. Shumate
W. M. Thomas
W. J. Thomas
W. T. Van Pelt
B. G. White
E. C. Wilson

Honorary
Frank H. Beadles
Philip F. Fackenthal
N. Thomas Ennett
Aubrey A. Hauser
Kappa Psi

Chapters

GAMMA ................................................. Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
DELTA ..................................................... University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
THETA ....................................................... Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
IOTA ......................................................... University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
LAMBDA ...................................................... Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
MU .......................................................... Massachusetts C. of P., Boston, Mass.
NU .......................................................... Medical College of South Carolina, Charleston, S. C.
XI .......................................................... University of West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.
PI .......................................................... Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
RHO ......................................................... Emory University, Atlanta Medical College, Atlanta, Ga.
SIGMA ...................................................... Baltimore College of P. and S., Baltimore, Md.
UPSILON .................................................... Louisville C. of P., Louisville, Ky.
PHI ........................................................ Northwestern University, Chicago, Ill.
CHI ........................................................ University of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.
PSI ........................................................ Baylor University, Dallas, Texas
BETA-BETA ................................................ Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
BETA-GAMMA ............................................. University of California, San Francisco, Cal.
BETA-DELTA ............................................. Union University, Albany, N. Y.
BETA-EPSILON ........................................... Rhode Island C. of P. & A. S., Providence, R. I.
BETA-ZETA ................................................ Oregon State College, Corvallis, Ore.
BETA-THETA .............................................. University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.
BETA-IOTA ............................................... North Pacific College, Portland, Ore.
BETA-KAPPA ............................................. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
BETA-LAMDA ............................................ George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
BETA-MU ................................................... University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
BETA-NU ................................................... Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.
BETA-XI ................................................... University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
BETA-OMICRON .......................................... University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
BETA-PI .................................................... Washington State College, Pullman, Wash.
BETA-RHO ................................................ College of Medicine, Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.
BETA-SIGMA ............................................ Ft. Worth School of Medicine, Ft. Worth, Texas
BETA-TAU ................................................ Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
BETA-UPSILON .......................................... L. I. Hospital Medical College, Brooklyn, N. Y.
PETA-PHI .................................................. University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
BETA-CHI ................................................ University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
PETA-PSI ................................................ University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
BETA-OMEGA ............................................. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
GAMMA-GAMMA ........................................ College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, N. Y.
GAMMA-DELTA .......................................... Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio
GAMMA-EPSILON ........................................ University of Nebraska, Lincoln-Omaha, Neb.
GAMMA-ZETA ............................................ University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
GAMMA-ETA ............................................. University of Montana, Missoula, Mont.
GAMMA-THETA .......................................... Tufts Medical College, Boston, Mass.
GAMMA-IOTA ............................................. University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
GAMMA-KAPPA .......................................... University of Georgia, Medical School, Augusta, Ga.
GAMMA-MU .............................................. University of Oregon, Portland, Ore.
GAMMA-NU .............................................. Harvard University, Boston, Mass.
Kappa Psi

Fratres in Collegio

CLASS 1922

Alley, R. C.  
Brownley, H. C.  
Hall, G. G.  
Kneisley, C. L.  

McCartney, W. W.  
Lewis, M. M.  
Perkinson, H. T.  
Ritsch, J. C.  
Smith, E. P. T.  
Woodard, L. M.

CLASS 1924

Butler, L. W.  
Capps, H. M.  
Chandler, W. W.  
Coleman, W. G.  

Hope, J. R.  
Morton, R. G.  
Powell, J. R.  
Rayburn, H. L.  
Rose, E. K.  
Smith, W. A.  
Taylor, C. M.  
Twining, H. C.
# Kappa Psi

## Fratres in Facultate

| Carter, J. G. | Brodnax, J. W. |
| Crockett, W. G. | Bird, L. C. |
| Miller, R. W. | Rudd, W. F. |

## Fratres in Urbe

| Bird, L. C. | Hendley, G. F. |
| Bond, W. R. | Jefferies, C. L. |
| Brodnax, J. W. | Miller, R. W. |
| Brugh, E. A. | Moreland, P. C. |
| Carter, J. G. | Morissette, R. T. |
| Cheatham, A. B. | Rudd, W. F. |
| Crockett, W. G. | Walker, C. F. |
Specialists

"He was just a simple mortal
With a simple little ache,
And he took it to the Doctor—
And there he made his big mistake!"

"The M. D. banged him and percussed 'im,
And fluorosced his heart,
Auscultated and palpated,
And, took him generally apart."

"Then looking very wise, he said,
'Your Appendix is to blame,
So you'd better have the surgeon
Kindly extirpate the same'."

"So he went shahing to the surgeon,
Piously muttering a Te Deum,
While the Surgeon removed his appendix
Including half the Peritoneum."

"Then the Surgeon after hacking
His Anatomy to perfection
Said: 'I think perhaps, there yet remains
Another focus of infection'."

"So he sent 'im to the Dentist,
Who extracted every tooth,
Half his jaw bone and his Cranium,
And, bank account—to boot."

"Yet they had not finished with 'im—
For he had some income left.
So the eye-man took out both his eyes—
While the otologist made him deaf."

"Then they removed his adenoids
And put both tonsils out of use
And finally dosed him with Salvarsan,
As an additional excuse."

"Thus he went the round of Specialists—
Harassed and taxed by each Physician,
But, he thanks the Lord for one thing—
He missed the Obstetrician!"

—L. P. Hening.
History of the Present
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA

A Partial Bibliography

3. "Medical College of Virginia". Election of Professors. (Refers especially to M. Brown-Sequard). The Virginia Medical and Surgical Journal, 1854, III, 173, 276, and 532. Also, 1855, IV, 424 (May).
10. "Recollections of My Last Session at the Old Medical College of Virginia". Dr. C. A. Bryce. The American Journal of Clinical Medicine, 1922, XXIX, 145 et seq. (Feb., No. 2).
11. "A Protest Against the Use of State Funds for Professional Education". Dr. Stuart McGuire, and "Reply" by Drs. George Ben Johnston and Christopher Tompkins. Richmond, Va., 1902, pp. 7-8, 24-25.
16. "Women in Medicine". The Medical College of Virginia Bulletin, 1918, XV. (March, No. 1.).

Numerous references to both the Medical College of Virginia and the University College of Medicine will be found in the files of all of the newspapers of Richmond. Of particular importance are those of Jan. 6, 1910, and a few days thereafter, when the building which housed the latter school was burned.

The Virginia State Library has a copy of the catalog of the Medical Department of Hampden-Sidney College for 1838-39, catalogs and bulletins of the Medical College of Virginia for 1906, and from 1909 to date, and an incomplete collection of the catalogs, announcements and bulletins of the University College of Medicine.

The Secretary’s office has copies of the catalogs of M. C. V. for 1853-1857, 1861, 1862, 1864, 1866-1871, 1876, 1877, and from 1879 to date: bulletins Vols. 1 to 7 complete, and Vols. 8 to date incomplete; and a complete file of catalogs of the University College of Medicine, with practically all of their bulletins. The existing catalogs of M. C. V. list all officials, faculty, graduates and matriculates.

Chas. D. Humberd, ’23.
Addenda

Courtesy of Mr. Edward V. Valentine.

1. "Union Hotel Leased for Medical College Hospital". Compiler, May 5, 1838.

2. "Completion of Building". (Important). (The architect was a Mr. Stuart, of Philadelphia, designer of St. Paul's church). (Compiler, July 11, 1845.

3. Professor Wyman. Whig, March 29, 1848.
   Mr. Valentine's forthcoming four volume work on "Richmond-on-the-James" will thoroughly review the history of the local medical schools.

* * * * * * * * * *

It may be of interest to note that Dr. Cullen maintained a "private" medical "school", giving lectures on chemistry and anatomy, with dissection, on 9th St., in Richmond in 1821-23. (See Enquirer, Jan. 23rd, 1821; Compiler, Jan. 1st and Jan. 15th, 1823). This "school" is nowhere mentioned in medical literature, nor in any of the histories of Richmond. Was it a "starting point" for the Medical Department of Hampden-Sidney College 15 years later?

Dr. Mettauer had a similar private school in Farmville.
Y. M. C. A.

CABINET

A. A. Wilson ................................................................. President
Churchill Robertson ........................................................ Vice-President
B. S. Burks ................................................................. Secretary
G. Fred Hale ................................................................. Treasurer

CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES

L. H. Maynard ................................................................. Membership
H. H. Menzies ................................................................. Religious Meetings
R. A. Gay ................................................................. Bible Study and Church Affiliations
H. C. Brownley ................................................................. Social
J. A. G. Davis, Jr ................................................................. Athletics

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ennion G. Williams, M. D ................................................... Chairman
Karl S. Blackwell, M. D ................................................... Vice-Chairman
W. H. Higgins, M. D ........................................................ Secretary
R. L. Simpson, D. D. S ........................................................ Member
W. R. Miller ................................................................. Member
J. A. Hodges M. D ................................................................. Member
R. T. McCrackan, M. A ........................................................ Member
Greer Baughman, M. D ........................................................ Member
Paul Anderson, M. D ........................................................ Member
J. A. C. Hoggan, D. D. S ................................................... Treasurer
E. C. L. Miller, M. D ........................................................ Chairman House Committee

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

T. Earl Sullenger, M. A.
Can You Answer?

Where can a man buy a cap for his knee?
Or a key to the lock of his hair?
Can his eyes be called an academy
Because there are pupils there?
In the crown of his head what gems are found?
Who travels the bridge of his nose?
Can he use, when shingling the roof of his house,
The nails on the end of his toes?
Can the crook of his elbow be sent to jail?
If so, what did he do?
How does he sharpen his shoulder blades?
I’ll be hanged if I know. Do you?
Can he sit in the shade of the palm of his hand?
Or beat on the drum of his ear?
Does the calf of his leg eat the corn on his toes?
If so, why not grow corn on the ear?

—“Nonsense”.
SOGIE-TIES
PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION
Pharmaceutical Association

OFFICERS

H. C. Brownley .......................................................... President
W. A. Smith .............................................................. First Vice-President
H. C. Swining ............................................................ Second Vice-President
R. G. Morton ............................................................ Secretary-Treasurer

Members

R. C. Alley 
E. G. Adams 
B. T. Allen 
Boyd Alphin 
W. P. Beahm 
Chas. Bowman 
Miss Brock 
H. C. Brownley 
T. W. Butler 
O. V. Barley 
E. E. Board 
A. A. Branch 
J. W. Chamblee 
S. H. Channing 
Arthur Cooper 
Irvin Cooper 
Chas. Copenhaver 
H. M. Copps 
R. Carpenter 
W. W. Chandler 
W. S. Coleman 
H. N. Copley 
J. A. Dutton 
H. M. Eads 
F. C. Foqua 
M. Gayheart 
D. T. Gooden 
H. Graham 
O. Griffin 
M. W. Gutridge 
S. S. Hall 
H. B. Haag 
W. P. Hayth 
R. A. Hedgepeth 
J. W. Hope 
L. E. Jarrett 
N. Jerushalmy 

Miss Elizabeth Miller 
W. J. Kearney 
J. E. Layman 
W. R. Lecky 
M. M. Lewis 
W. W. McCortney 
T. G. McConnell 
P. H. McGee 
T. F. Marshall 
L. V. Morgan 
R. G. Morton 
M. Novec 
D. F. Norman 
C. T. Paysinger 
C. R. Pendleton 
H. T. Perkins 
L. O. Ponce 
D. C. Parr 
J. R. Powell 
E. K. Rose 
H. L. Rayburn 
C. Ritsch 
L. A. Rowe 
E. R. Rush 
W. A. Smith 
E. P. T. Smith 
Wm. Stainback 
J. W. Strole 
R. R. Sloan 
H. S. Stokes 
Clarence M. Taylor 
H. C. Swining 
L. M. Woodard 
D. S. Williams 
Maxwell Zedd 
Miss E. W. White
The Pharmaceutical Association

THE Pharmaceutical Association of the Medical College of Virginia is an organization for the purpose of increasing interest in the work of the School of Pharmacy, and creating a bond of closer fellowship among the members of the Association.

This is the thirteenth year of the existence of this organization. It was founded by a small group of students of the Pharmacy Department of the University College of Medicine, during the Session 1908-1909. When the two schools merged, this organization became known as the Pharmaceutical Association of the Medical College of Virginia. Since then it has grown to such an extent that it has become one of the strongest organizations of the entire college, and plays an important part in the career of every student entering the School of Pharmacy.

The Association is strictly a student affair, and every student in this department holds a membership in it. The members of the Faculty have membership, but take no active interest in its workings except by invitation.
University of Virginia Club

OFFICERS

L. P. Henning .................................................. President
J. A. L. Davis .................................................. Vice-President
H. T. Perkinson ............................................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

M. B. Bangle
F. N. Bowles
J. A. G. Davis
C. M. Delp
D. P. Evans
L. T. Harlowe
L. P. Henning
M. B. Jarman

E. C. Jolliff
A. G. Martin
H. T. Perkinson
C. L. Plunkett
J. N. Robertson
G. H. Snead
W. A. Smith
Masonic Club

OFFICERS

E. R. MICKLE..............................President
G. F. HALE............................Vice-President
J. T. GRAHAM.............................Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

R. W. Bess
B. S. Burks
A. G. Cecil
D. G. Chapman
B. B. Chovey
W. J. Crawford
R. S. Coffendoffer
H. D. Coghill
D. L. Detwiler
W. F. Droyns
T. E. Evans
W. R. Gardner
J. T. Graham
W. R. Graham
R. R. Goad
G. F. Hale
R. A. Hedgepeth, Jr.
O. R. Hodgins
M. B. Jarman
R. R. Jones
W. I. Knight
M. M. Lewis, Jr.
H. B. Luttrell
L. R. Maynard
R. G. Morton
E. R. Mickle
P. H. Neal
R. L. Noblin
C. A. Osborne
H. R. Sherrill
H. C. Shotwell
E. C. Shull
R. R. Sloan
E. P. T. Smith
S. S. Snuffer
C. W. Tucker
Samuel Weinstein
J. M. Whitfield, Jr.
Dental Society

OFFICERS

J. A. Haller ............................................. President
B. S. Burks ............................................. Vice-President
S. N. Gray ............................................. Secretary
G. F. Hale ............................................. Treasurer

MEMBERS

L. O. Alexander
W. E. Armstrong
E. J. Binder
K. B. Barker
M. S. Bennett
J. O. Broughton
J. J. Bangel
J. O. Belcher
T. A. Boaz
B. S. Burks
Dewey Boseman
E. H. Brown
C. S. Butts
T. W. Campbell
W. R. Colvin
H. L. Caravati
A. G. Cecil
A. B. Cooke
W. F. Creasy
Miss E. M. Cummins
B. H. Conner
G. L. Dillowee
J. F. Duke
George Duncan
W. R. Devin, Jr.
C. M. Delp
D. L. Detwiler
W. H. Doub
R. A. Fester
R. F. Freeman
H. V. Fitzgerald
F. Goldeors
R. Golderos, Jr.
S. N. Gray
R. A. Gay
F. G. Goolsby
P. T. Goad
G. F. Hale
O. R. Hodglin
E. P. Howard
J. F. Hunt
T. L. Harlow
C. R. Huston
J. A. Haller
Miss Constance Haller
G. A. C. Jennings
K. H. Kirby
A. C. G. Klor, Jr.
W. T. Knight
Jacob Lipovsky
Harry Lyons

Miss Tillie Lyons
L. S. Mabry
R. L. Martin
L. H. Maynard
J. C. Major
E. C. McSparran
F. H. Moore
E. M. Medlin
G. G. Overhold
Yale Passamanecck
J. G. Potts
C. K. Polly
T. W. Pumphrey
A. D. Ramsey
J. R. Reams
Harry Ruth
Archie Ruth
C. J. Robbins
C. B. Reese
P. L. Rowlett
L. R. Semones
S. S. Snuffer
Herbert Spear
J. V. Spliter
W. J. Sydnor
W. B. Sherrod
J. W. Simpkins
H. C. Shotwell
G. H. Snead
E. A. Squire
R. H. Styne
F. P. Smoot
J. E. Swindell
M. A. Tartar
C. W. Thompson
H. K. Thompson
J. A. Tipton
A. D. Underwood
J. E. Walters
J. P. Williams
W. W. White
P. W. White
F. H. Worthington
B. L. Warren
Dayton Watts
C. O. Woolridge
H. A. Woolridge
C. H. Wilson
R. L. Williamson
K. H. B. Zickrick
Dental Society History

The organization of a Dental Society at the Medical College of Virginia was decided upon at a meeting of the Dental student body held January 24, 1920. A suggestion from Dr. Williams, of the Dental Faculty, previous to this, that such a society in the school would prove both entertaining and beneficial to the Dental students, aroused much interest and resulted in this meeting. J. C. Tyree, then Vice-President of the student body, presided at the meeting and appointed a committee to draw up a Constitution, By-Laws, and Code of Ethics.

On February 9, 1920, the Dental student body again assembled, at which meeting the Constitution, By-Laws, and Code of Ethics were read, discussed, and adopted, and officers elected for the ensuing term.

The object of this society is to inculcate and further in the Dental student professional ethics and practices as fostered and enforced by our City, State, and National Societies, so that the students who go forth from this school will reflect no discredit upon its good name, or that of the Dental profession.

Great interest is being taken in the society, and at its regular monthly meetings leading men in the profession of Richmond and neighboring cities present us with addresses which are exceedingly helpful to Dental students.
William & Mary Club

OFFICERS

C. E. Perkins .................................................. President
P. G. Fox .......................................................... Vice-President
J. T. Graham .................................................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

K. B. Barker                                    G. A. Jennings
W. H. Batte                                     W. J. Kearney
M. S. Bennett                                  R. S. Kyle
G. W. Booth                                     M. M. Lewis
R. D. Campbell                                 L. H. Maynard
J. G. Cox                                       S. G. Miller
R. H. Edwards                                  G. W. Parson
P. G. Fox                                       C. E. Perkins
C. D. Garrett                                  A. D. Ramsey
P. T. Goad                                      W. S. Snyder
R. R. Goad                                      D. B. Stuart
J. T. Graham                                   J. E. Taylor
S. E. Gunn                                     J. A. Tipton
G. S. Hall                                     H. H. Ware
## F. L. E. Club

### OFFICERS

- R. F. Cline ........................... **Chief Hopper**
- W. J. Crawford ....................... **Inquisitor**
- C. M. Caravati ....................... **Secretary-Treasurer**

### MEMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. C. Alexander</td>
<td>L. V. Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Batte</td>
<td>W. I. Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Burns</td>
<td>W. J. Ozlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. L. Caravati</td>
<td>G. W. Parson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. M. Caravati</td>
<td>W. R. Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. J. Clemens</td>
<td>H. T. Perkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. F. Cline</td>
<td>C. K. Polly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. J. Crawford</td>
<td>C. F. Ridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. E. Dickerson</td>
<td>J. C. Ritsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. G. Fox</td>
<td>J. C. Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. S. Hall</td>
<td>L. L. Sawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. P. Hening</td>
<td>W. B. Sherrod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. E. Holderby</td>
<td>F. P. Smoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. E. Hunt</td>
<td>E. A. Squire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. A. Jennings</td>
<td>C. W. Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. S. Liggan</td>
<td>P. F. Whitaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. B. Loving</td>
<td>T. M. Winn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. H. Maynard</td>
<td>F. H. Worthington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. R. Mickle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Fles

FRIENDSHIP, Love and Economy, and the greatest of these is economy. This is absolutely the oldest organization of its kind in the world. Other similar organizations date their time of origin by years, but the Fle's date theirs by centuries.

This ancient society was founded by an ancient Egyptian in the great University of Egypt at the time Egypt was in the prime of her prosperity and the center of education of the world. This man did not have magnetism nor the ability to draw men unto him in friendship and brotherly ties, so in his loneliness and solitude he planned an organization which should have Friendship, Love and Economy as the basic principles.

At first the membership was limited to medical students, latter the invitation was extended to dental students, and those who belong are every ready to aid a brother F. L. E. It is not the kind that crawls up your back and bites you under the shoulder, but F. L. E.—Friendship, Love and Economy. You may go into church, school, college, or anywhere, call "Yea Brother", give the distress signal, and brothers will gather around and pat you on the back.

It costs you nothing to get in and a lesson to get out. Your widow is promised nothing when you die, but brothers will gather together from far and wide to mourn at your grave and place flowers thereon.

To pass the initiation one must be a man of definite convictions and with the ability to be concise in all his speech. Remember the F. L. E.—Friendship, Love and Economy, and the greatest of these is economy.
The Hampden-Sidney Club

OFFICERS

B. T. Atkinson ...................................................... President
E. M. Wilkinson ..................................................... Vice-President
F. G. Goolsby ....................................................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

H. C. Alexander
B. T. Atkinson
H. M. Capps
F. C. Fuqua
F. G. Goolsby

M. M. Lynch, Jr.
R. G. Morton
W. E. Smith
E. M. Wilkinson
A. A. Wilson
Tidewater Club

OFFICERS

W. F. Creasy.................................................President
L. L. Sawyer.................................................Vice-President
S. S. Hall......................................................Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

H. C. Alexander L. V. Morgan
W. H. Batte G. W. Parson
H. C. Brownley H. T. Perkins
Irvine Cooper A. D. Ramsey
Aruthur Cooper C. J. Robbins
L. H. Channing L. L. Sawyer
W. F. Creasy W. A. Smith
P. G. Fox E. A. Squire
R. A. Gay H. H. Ware
G. S. Hall G. H. Warren
J. W. Hope B. L. Warren
B. E. Hunt Miss Leta White
G. A. Jennings L. M. Woodward
W. K. Kearney
University of Richmond Club

OFFICERS

T. M. Winn .................................................. President
W. E. Dickerson ............................................. Vice-President
B. P. Seward ................................................ Secretary-Treasurer

OFFICERS

F. A. Brown ................................................. W. F. Matthews
B. F. Bailey ................................................ W. A. McGee
Miss Mary Baughman .................................... E. R. Mickle
W. S. Beasley, Jr. ......................................... Miss M. Nolting
F. N. Bowles ............................................... H. L. Newman
B. F. Brown ............................................... W. J. Ozlin
T. S. Buckley ............................................. W. J. Owens
J. E. Burns ................................................ W. R. Payne
A. L. Carson .............................................. Louis Perlin
C. M. Caravati ........................................... A. Seldes
F. J. Clements ........................................... B. P. Seward
F. Combs ................................................... L. O. Snead
J. M. Davis ................................................ H. C. Shotwell
W. E. Dickerson .......................................... B. Sydnor
P. R. Fox .................................................... C. B. Washington
Miss Lula Garsy .......................................... Miss R. Weems
M. H. Harris ............................................... Miss L. White
R. H. Isaacs ............................................... Mrs. Pauline Williams
W. C. Kappas ............................................. T. M. Winn
D. W. Kelly .............................................. J. C. Repass
W. I. Knight ............................................. E. W. Gray
Lee S. Liggan ............................................. W. R. Graham
J. B. Loving ............................................... J. A. B. Hillsman
H. B. Luttrell ............................................ C. H. Warren
G. D. Martin ............................................
North Carolina Club

OFFICERS

H. Z. L. Horton ........................................ President
J. O. Broughton .......................................... Vice-President
H. R. Sherrill ............................................ Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

G. W. Black .............................................. H. Z. L. Horton
Weyland Blue ............................................ J. C. Jones
J. A. Boaz, Jr. .......................................... R. R. Jones
Dewey Bozman .......................................... J. M. Lasley
B. H. Bradford .......................................... R. L. Martin
J. O. Broughton ......................................... E. M. Medlin
David Buck .............................................. H. H. Menzies
W. G. Byerly ........................................... Dewey MacEntire
J. E. Burns ................................................ D. F. Norman
J. W. Chamblee ......................................... C. F. Ridge
J. T. Colvard ............................................ H. R. Sherrill
S. R. Cozart ............................................. H. B. Sherrod
W. J. Crawford .......................................... A. B. Sloan
D. S. Daniels ........................................... Gladys Smithwick
J. F. Duke ................................................ Herbert Spear
H. T. Gariss ............................................. J. E. Swindell
D. T. Gooden ........................................... H. K. Thompson
Octavus Griffin ........................................ H. C. Twining
H. L. Gwyn ................................................ A. D. Underwood
G. Fred Hale ............................................. C. S. White
W. T. Harris ............................................ P. F. Whitaker
R. A. Hedgepeth ....................................... P. H. Weisman
O. R. Hodgins .......................................... 

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Dr. W. E. Clark .......................................... Dr. D. R. Murchinson
Dr. G. W. Holiday ....................................... Mr. J. R. McCauley
Dr. G. H. Courtney .....................................
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA CLUB
Southwest Virginia Club

OFFICERS

J. P. Williams .......................................................... President
Miss C. O. Haller .......................................................... Vice-President
Miss T. Lyons .......................................................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

R. C. Alley
O. V. Bailey
K. B. Barker
F. J. Bemchock
J. M. Bishop
E. E. Broad
D. C. Boatwright
R. D. Campbell
A. G. Cecil
J. C. Chitwood
J. G. Cox
F. Combs
J. M. Daugherty
J. G. Davis
C. M. Delp
W. R. Devine
G. L. Dillow
F. C. Fuqua
W. R. Gardner
P. T. Good
F. C. Goolsby
J. T. Graham
E. A. Graham
Miss C. O. Haller
J. A. Haller
R. H. Harrington

E. H. Hearst
E. P. Howard
W. P. Hoyth
W. M. Junkins
H. H. Kirby
J. E. Layman
Miss Tillie Lyons
Harry Lyons
C. F. Manges
W. H. McCarthy
P. H. McGee
F. H. Moore
C. D. Noffsinger
D. C. Parr
C. R. Pendleton
C. K. Polly
J. C. Robertson
L. R. Semones
S. S. Snuffer
E. P. T. Smith
R. H. Styne
M. A. Tarter
J. A. Tipton
J. E. Walters
J. P. Williams
Knights of Columbus Club

OFFICERS

C. M. Caravati ....................................................... President
L. P. Henning ........................................................ Vice-President
F. Golderos ........................................................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

T. S. Buckley
C. M. Caravati
H. L. Caravati
Anthony Colletti
F. Golderos
R. J. Golderos
L. P. Henning

E. J. Kane
W. K. Kearney
M. M. Lynch, Jr.
T. D. Martin
E. G. Morales
J. P. Treccise
The West Virginia Club

OFFICERS

R. W. Bess .......................................................... President
G. G. Overholdt ..................................................... Vice-President
Miss O. E. Steinecks .......................................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

J. O. Belcher  
R. W. Bess  
W. P. Bittinger  
R. S. Coffendosser  
W. S. Coleman

G. W. Duncan  
J. P. Lilly  
G. G. Overholdt  
L. . Rowe  
Miss O. E. Steinecks
Interne Club

OFFICERS

W. E. Dickerson ........................................... President
M. H. Harris ........................................... Vice-President
C. D. Nofsinger ......................................... Secretary-Treasurer

SENIOR MEMBERS

E. P. Bray ........................................ W. J. Ozlin
C. M. Caravati ....................................... G. W. Parson
R. F. Cline .......................................... L. L. Sawyer, Jr.
W. J. Crawford ...................................... L. O. Snead
P. G. Fox ........................................... J. E. Taylor
R. H. Harrington .................................... T. M. Winn
M. H. Harris ......................................... P. F. Whitaker
E. J. Kane ........................................... J. B. Woods, Jr.
J. B. Loving ........................................

JUNIOR MEMBERS

J. T. Graham ........................................ J. C. Robertson
S. P. Hileman ........................................ R. S. Kyle
W. R. Payne ........................................
Washington & Lee Club

OFFICERS

R. D. Hawkins, Jr. ...................................................... President
J. E. Walters .......................................................... Vice-President
J. M. Bishop ............................................................ Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

W. E. Armstrong  
J. M. Bishop  
B. S. Burks  
J. A. G. Davis  
R. P. Hawkins  
S. P. Hileman  
L. F. Jarrett

W. M. Junkins  
Harry Lyons  
E. C. Shull  
G. S. Terry  
J. P. Treccise  
J. E. Walters  
C. H. Wilson

FACULTY

Dr. T. D. Davis  
Dr. R. L. Simpson

Dr. A. M. Wash
V. P. I. Club

OFFICERS

W. R. Graham ................................................................. President
W. F. Creasy ................................................................. Vice-President
R. A. Blakey ................................................................. Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

R. A. Blakey ................................................................. R. N. Harris
W. F. Creasy ................................................................. A. D. Lamberth
J. G. Davis, Jr. .............................................................. H. Ruth
T. E. Evans ................................................................. E. A. Squire
W. R. Graham
Randolph-Macon Club

OFFICERS

Leroy Lee Sawyer, Jr. .................................................... President
Frank P. Smoot ............................................................ Vice-President
Joseph Coates ............................................................. Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

Lewis Blanton
E. H. Brown
T. W. Campbell
Joseph Coates
B. E. Hunt
J. S. Potts

Miss Grace B. Rollins
L. L. Sawyer
W. C. Smith
Miss Warren White
F. P. Smoot
The Sophomore's Prayer

"Lord give us Profs!
Wise men, who have the 'guts'
To pull a fall'ring Soph up from the ruts,
Not fling him farther down!"

"Profs, who, to false convictions never given,
Stand up on both feet, unafraid
To lend a helping hand
Or boost a grade."

"Men, who in the balance
Will not weigh
Mere grades against convictions—
And make the student pay."

"Profs, who, to system's tenets
Unconfined,
Bind not to baser things
The greater Mind."

"Profs, who, bear no malice
Nor malice 'er invite.
Profs, who are men, and being men,
Above all else, are 'white'!"

—L. P. Hening.
Jokes and Grinds

"I thought the sale of that novel was prohibited."
"It is; I got it from a booklegger."

Won—"Our prof.'s sick in bed—today."
Too—"Thasso? What's the complaint?"
Won—"No complaint; everybody's satisfied."

"Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said":
---Some shape!
---I'll never play another game of pool or shoot
craps again as long as I live.
---From now on I'm going to study hard.
---How in h— did he ever make a frat?
---No more sweet spirits of nitre for mine.
---I made a damn fool of myself to-night.
If there is, let him step forward and receive
the elastic crowbar.

LOTS OF CASES
FIRST DOCTOR—"Did you have a large flu prac-
tice during the epidemic?"
SECOND DOCTOR—"About a hundred gallons, I
guess. And you?"
FIRST DOCTOR—"Oh, two or three hundred
cases."

"Never put off to-morrow putting off what you
can put off to-day," is the slogan of the 1922 bath-
ing girls.

HI! JONESY!
DOCTOR (at accident)—Who—who will volun-
tee to tell this man's wife that he is hurt?
BRIGHT GUY—Get Jones to break the news—
he stutters.

You can always draw the Queens if you've got
the Jack.

He kissed her on the cheek
It seemed a harmless frolic;
He's been laid up a week,
They say, with painter's colic.

TIRED STUDE.: "Let's shoot crap for a little
change."

IN THE CLASS-ROOM
Well-filled college class-room in session. Very
serious Professor, addressing student, who is in the
rear of room:
"Mr. Smith, can you tell us something of the
Iron Age?"
"I'm a bit rusty on that subject, Professor."
Class immediately disorganized.

THE DRUG BUSINESS
"How's the drug business?" asked the casual
caller.
"Fine," said the druggist. "We sold 200 floor
mops today, and to-morrow we are going to have
a special sale of bath towels."

KNOCKING
"Pa, what's death rattle?"
"That's what you get riding in some autos."

HE WENT
He went to see the dentist,
The picture of despair,
But came back smiling broadly—
The dentist wasn't there!

"The stork has brought a little peach!"
Said the nurse, with a delighted air.
"Thank God," said the father,
"That he didn't bring a pair!"

FORESTALLED
"Now what shall we name the baby?" asked
the professor's wife.
"Why," ejaculated the learned man in astonish-
ment, "this species has been named for centuries. This is a primate mammal—"homo sapiens."

"I hear prohibition hit Jim so hard he killed
himself."
"Suicide?"
"No. Herpicide."

"In the days of my youth," Father William went
on,
"I studied at Chemistry's forces—
But the profs, and myself could never agree,
And I flunked every one of my courses."

A VALUABLE TIP
IMPECCUNIOUS BRIDEGROOM: "I'm sorry I have
no money to pay your fee, doctor; but if you'll
take me down into your cellar I'll show you how to
fix your gas meter so that it won't register."

COP—"What's that on your hip?"
STUDE—"A gun."
COP—"It looks like a flask."
STUDE (nervously)—"I swear to God it's a
gun."
WHAT FURRY?
Mother—"Rachel, your beau was here to see you last night."
Kate—"Oh, was he?"
Mother—"No, not Wazzy. Izzy."

There will be nothing new under the sun until someone discovers a bootlegger that does a credit business.

THE YOUNG PRACTITIONER
"Well, Bloom," a physician asked a young colleague who was just starting in, "how's your practice?"
"In the morning practically no one comes," was the reply, "and in the afternoons the rush falls off a bit."

"I should like to see any man try to kiss me!"
"No doubt—but you shouldn't admit it."

"In Illinois 'toddling' is not allowed so they have a new dance—the Bevo Glide."
"What's Bevo got to do with it?"
"No hops in it!"

LIGHT CRUISERS, TOO
And when the nations disarm, some statesman will slip in a joker permitting the building of a battleship for medical purposes.

Olive—"What's an optimist?"
Eleanor—"A guy who cuts a dance with a Prof.'s daughter and then expects to pass the course."

DUMBELL
Dr. Wash: "Haller, there is a Confederate veteran out there calling for you."
Haller: "Is it a man or a woman?"

Mr. Crockett: "Mr. Goodin, give me the synonym for 'solution of zinc chloride.'"
Mr. Goodin: "Brunettes' antiseptic fluid."

HE KNEW
"Johnny, the stork has brought you a little sister."
"Aw g'wan. Stork nothin'. It was the milkman brought it. Doesn't it say on the wagon 'Families Supplied Daily'?"

Orderly: "Are you the one that's been ringing that bell for the last half hour?"
Patient: "Yes, confound it, I—"
Orderly: "Well, cut it out; do you want to wake the night nurse?"

FAIR WARNING
Teacher—"Johnny, your conduct is outrageous. I will have to consult your father."
Johnny—"Better not, teacher, it will cost you $2.00. He is a doctor."

"I dreamed last night that I proposed to a beautiful girl," he confided.

"And what did I say," she queried breathlessly.

"Did you ever make a serious mistake in a prescription?" asked the customer.
"Only once," replied the drug store clerk. "I gave a fellow a quart when his prescription only called for a half pint."

ECHOES FROM THE PAST
Old Lady (to druggist)—"I have here a prescription—"
Druggist (wearily to clerk)—"Draw one."

PROFESSIONAL TEMPTATION
Patient—Great Scott, doctor! That's an awful bill for one week's treatment.
Doctor—My dear fellow, if you knew what an interesting case yours was and how strongly I was tempted to let it go to a post-mortem, you wouldn't grumble at a bill three times as big as this.

Two pints, one quart;
Two quarts, one fight;
One fight, two cops;
Two cops, one judge;
One judge, thirty days.

WELL QUALIFIED
"He knows all about the newest books."
"That so?"
"Yes. He's an expert photographer, too. Understands films and how to develop them."
"Fine!"
"He's taken a course in modern salesmanship and can sell anything from a package of pins up to a locomotive."
"Has a well-rounded education, I take it."
"He has. Knows chemistry, the foreign postal rates, parcel post rules and regulations, can speak three languages and is always courteous. Where do you think I could find a position for him?"
"I don't know, but with all those qualifications he ought to make a good clerk in a drug store."
He—"Does Tillie get her good looks from her father or her mother?"
She—"From her uncle. He keeps a drug store."

HARD

PROF. RUDD: "Do you know the five methods of choosing the atomic from the combining weights?"
TIRED STUDER: "I know four."
PROF. RUDD: "Which one don't you know?"

THE WEAKER SEX

The weaker sex
Is that portion
Of the human race
Who goes down town
In zero weather
In a half-masted lace waist
And pumps
To buy a muffler
And woollen socks
For her husband
So he can go to work.

"Paw, what's a 'waiting list'?"
"Telephone directory, my son."

Oh Boy! Last night I held a little hand, so dainty and so neat;
I thought my heart would surely burst, so wildly did it beat.
No other hand into my soul could greater gladness bring.
Than that I held last night—which was four aces and a king.

THE CHEEKY MISS!

He crushed her in his arms. She pushed him away roughly and cried: "Don't try to give me none o' your lip. Buddy!"

GO ON, GO ON

"Believe me, she'd make some chorus girl."
"Howzat?"
"Well, she's got three qualifications."
"What are they?"
"Well, a good voice is one of them."

SIMPLE, WHAT?

"What's the difference between a hair dresser and a sculptor?"
"Easy. The hair dresser curls up and dyes and the sculptor makes faces and busts."

POMO-LOGICAL

Apples hanging on a tree,
They're as moral as can be;
Apples crushed to get the juice
Naughty are, beyond all use.

Eve behaved herself, you know,
While she scanned the fruit denied her;
Never did she make a show,
Till the apple was in cider!

FIRST UNDERTAKER—"Gee, I just had a stiff drink."
SECOND UNDERTAKER—"Haig and Haig?"
FIRST UNDERTAKER—"No, embalming fluid."

Women have grown one and a half inches taller in the last forty years; but it wouldn't have made any difference—they would look down on us anyway.

JUGGS—"Don't you think Jones a fool for committing suicide?"
MUGGS—"Yes, it's about the last thing I'd ever do."

CONTRIBUTOR: "Do you think this joke will get by?"
EDITOR: "I should say so. It'll get by without being seen."

Recent statistics from Detroit show that Henry Ford is making more jitneys per day than the Philadelphia mint.

CREDIT WHERE DUE

A student, coming to a hard question on his exam., wrote for his answer: "God only knows, I don't."

The paper came back with the following correction: "God gets the credit, you don't."

"What is a pathologist, dad?"
"A pathologist, my boy, is a doctor who invents diseases for other doctors to cure."

AFTER THE ACCIDENT

DOCTOR: "What's your name? I want to notify your mother."
VICTIM: "Oh, that's alright, she knows my name."

SAFE IF NOT SANE

1ST MEDICO: "He's wandering in his mind."
2ND MEDICO: "That's alright, he won't go far."
Doc.: "You cough easier this morning."
Very PATIENT: "I ought to—I've been practicing all night."

When woman was made out of man's rib some one pulled a bone.

FORCE OF HABIT
Dr. Kutter was severely reprimanded by the librarian for absent-mindedly removing the appendices from several of the books.

"What are you laughing about?"
"Now that peace is here I'm thinking of the poor guy that got married to escape the draft."

"What a splendid fit," said the tailor, as they carried the epileptic out of the shop.

"Ford them dice, man."
"What?"
"Shake, roll and rattle."

Hush, little vampire,
Don't you cry!
You'll get his frat pin
Bye and bye.

He: "It is my principle never to kiss a girl."
She: "You can't expect any interest from me."

THE COLD Diggers
Two little worms were digging away. They were digging away in dead earnest. Poor Ernest!!

A RECIPE
'There once was a man who for hiccough
Tried all the known cures he could piccough,
And the best without doubt,
As at last he found out,
Is warm water and salt in a piccough."

"Our prof. gave a lecture on Metaphysics yesterday."
"Was there a mixed audience?"
"Mixed? I should say there was. No one understood a word he said."

YES, INDEED.
"Hey, Jack, get out of bed there. You're going to church, aren't you?"
Jack (still in bed)—"Not going this morning. Answer for me, will you?"

She—"I would like to use your cigarette holder."
He—"Why, I never use one."
She—"Oh! don't be so dense."

Minister—"My good man, do you keep the Ten Commandments?"
Pharmacist—"No, sir, but we have something just as good."

THE DIFFERENCE
"Most peculiar—these modern terms. Can you tell me the difference between a chicken and a flapper?"
"Easy—A flapper is in a state of crowing over some man, while a chicken is still laying for one."

CRAPS
Senior: "What's all the riot on the third floor?"
Junior: "Oh, just the Freshmen rolling the bones."

HEARD IN THE HALL
"Get any mail to-day, Jack?"
"Naw, not a cent."

"But has any other man loved you—?"
"My Mother, alone," he lied.
"But has any other man loved you—?"
"Just Dad," the maid replied.

Judge—"Tell the jury how you came to be intoxicated."

Prisoner—"I was just putting some hair tonic on my new mustache and—hic—I missed it."

Prof.—"Bisect the line."
Stude.—"Into how many parts?"

1st Stud.—"That lump on your head must be most annoying."
2nd Stud.—"Oh, no!—next to nothing."

CLASS
Prof: "Gentlemen, I am dismissing you ten minutes early to-day. Please go out quietly so as not to wake the other classes."

A STREET CAR ACCIDENT
"Did you hear about the accident in a street car to-day?"
"No! What happened?"
"A lady had her eye on a seat and a man sat on it."
AT DISPENSARY

PATIENT—“I want to see a suspicious doctor.”
CLERK—“What do you mean?”
PATIENT (confidential whisper)—“I am suspicious I’m going to have a baby.”

Low waists and silk hose these days—
Have changed the good old Bible phrase—
From: “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”
To: “As ye SHOW, so shall we peep.”

EXCUSED

OLD PARTY—“I am eighty, young man, and I don’t recollect having told a lie.”

YOUNG MAN—“Well, you can’t expect your memory to be reliable at that age.”

A MARKED NOSE

“Jack, what causes those marks on your nose?”
“Glasses.”
“Glasses of what?”

HIM—“Would it be improper for me to kiss your hand?”
HER—“It would be decidedly out of place.”

SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER—“Can you tell me who made you, Joseph?”
JOSEPH—“God made part of me.”
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER—“Why, what do you mean by that?”
JOSEPH—“He made me real little, and I just grewed the rest myself.”

“Have you seen the ‘Vale of Purple Snakes’?”
“Lord, no, I haven’t had a drink this semester.”

KEEP A CLEAR HEAD

A quiet young girl was Sue Beecher,
She looked like a Sunday school teacher;
But one day Miss Sue
Indulged in home brew,
And horrors! She winked at the preacher.

AT DISPENSARY

CLERK—“What department do you wish to register for—O. B.?”

PATIENT—“No, ma’am; I ain’t used that ticket this year.”

CHICKEN vs. HEN

“That chicken you sent me Saturday was a very old bird,” said the bride of two weeks.
“Your are mistaken, madam. It was a very young chicken,” replied the butcher.
“Don’t tell me that. Haven’t I got eyes? Why, it hadn’t a single tooth in its mouth!”

The cry of the Revenue Officers these days is “Block that Kick.”

“What is your son studying at college?” asked Major Spring to Mr. Barnes,
“Pharmacy.”
“Oh! Yes, some new-fangled farming, I suppose,” was the answer.

HOST—“Great stuff—made it myself. Five pounds of prunes, a pound of raisins, one quart of cider, five gallons of H2O and a yeast cake.”

GUEST—“And what’s the antidote?”

GOING ONE BETTER

DENT.—“May I call you revenge?”
SHE—“Why?”
DENT.—“Because, ‘revenge is sweet.’”
SHE—“Certainly—if you let me call you Vengeance.”
DENT.—“Why, Vengeance?”
SHE—“Because ‘vengeance is mine’.”

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

A negro who had been run down by an automobile was rushed, unconscious, in an ambulance, to the nearest hospital. As is the custom, an orderly proceeded to search the patient’s pockets for some clew to his identity. In the midst of the process the victim came to life and sat up.
“What, boss,” he inquired, as the uniformed attendant went through one pocket after another, “is I in a hosipital or is I jes’ back in de same old police station?”

IN THE FUTURE

The fellow who wrote the following joke knows what the future holds for the drug store.

The customer said, “I’d like to get a suit of clothes.”

The drug store clerk: “Sorry, sir, we don’t handle them.”

“Don’t handle them! Well, I must say this is a deuced poor drug store.”

SIGN IN DOCTOR’S OFFICE

A man’s a fool to live in grief,
When he can get complete relief;
A good prescription, now and then,
Is relished by the best of men.

THE DIFFERENCE

YOUNG SON: “Father, what is the difference between robbery and pillage?”

FATHER: “Perhaps I can explain it, my son, by saying that a dentist’s bill is robbery, while a doctor’s bill is absolute pillage.”
In appreciation
of Valuable Service to the Success of
The X-Ray

J. A. AVRACK        GEORGE DUNCAN

G. A. C. JENNINGS
OLD TIMERS WE HAVE KNOWN
ADVERTISEMENTS
Compliments of

Hygeia Hospital

Dr. John R. Blair

Surgeon in Charge
St. Luke’s Hospital

Owned and personally conducted by Dr. Stuart McGuire for the exclusive use of his private patients.

Building erected for the purpose to which it is devoted and combines the comforts of a home with the conveniences of a modern hospital.

Located in the residential section, convenient to all parts of the city by means of the street car service.

Dr. Stuart McGuire’s Private Sanatorium

- Capacity for eighty patients, single and double bedrooms, with or without bath, no wards.
- Designed for surgical and gynecological cases. No contagious diseases, insane or colored patients received.
- Cost of board and nursing and other information will be obtained by addressing the Secretary.

Richmond ::: Virginia
Grace Hospital
401-7 WEST GRACE STREET
RICHMOND, VA.

For the Surgical Patients

of

DR. ROBERT C. BRYAN
DR. H. S. MacLEAN
The Medical College of Virginia

HOSPITAL DIVISION
Richmond, Va.

All Hospitals are admirably located on the brow of Broad Street hill within easy reach of all depots, hotels, and the business section, and in a most quiet part of the city.

Fully equipped Bacteriological, Chemical, Pathological, Pharmaceutical and Roentgen Ray Laboratories, Delivery and Operating Room Suites, affording facilities for the most scientific study and modern treatment of all diseases.

School of Nursing at the Dooley and Memorial Hospitals for training white women between twenty-one and thirty-five years of age for the profession of nursing.

School of Nursing at the Saint Philip Hospital for training negro women between twenty-one and thirty-five years of age for the profession of nursing.

Accommodations in General Wards and Private Rooms to meet the financial condition of all patients.

Patients will be met with Hospital ambulance. Communications should be addressed to:

FREDERIC B. MORLOK,
Superintendent.
The Official Photographer

FOR

The X-Ray

W. W. FOSTER

112 North Ninth Street
RICHMOND, VA.

Nothing missing but the voice
The Retreat for the Sick is a new building, being a general hospital with every modern equipment and a well organized training school for nurses. The capacity is 108 beds.

During the past year 140 Different Physicians practiced here.

Located in a very quiet section of the city.

2615 GROVE AVENUE,
RICHMOND, VA.

Miss Mary Harwood
President
Marie L. Baptist, R. N.
Superintendent
COMPLIMENTS

of

Johnston-Willis Sanatorium
Stuart Circle Hospital
MONUMENT AVENUE AND LOMBARDY STREET

A collaborating group hospital with departments in Surgery, Medicine, Ophthalmology, Oto-Laryngology, and Obstetrics with complete equipped Roentgenological, Dental, and Clinical Laboratories.

MISS R. Z. VAN VORT, R. N.,
Superintendent

Modernly conducted, including hydrotherapy, massage and electricity. Training school for nurses including six months affiliation and obstetrics in surgery.
The magnificent suburban home of the late Major Ginter, by alterations and extensive additions, has been transformed into a private institution for the treatment of nervous diseases, mild mental cases and select alcohol and drug habitues.

The grounds are ample, quiet is assured, and a new building for men makes easy the separation of the sexes. A number of cottages make possible satisfactory and congenial grouping.

Rooms, single or ensuite, with or without private bath.
Hot water heat, electric lights, artesian water.
Bowling, tennis, croquet, billiards and a gymnasium afford recreation.
Electrical and hydrotherapy equipment.
Nurses and attendants trained for this special work.
Four physicians reside in the Sanatorium and devote their entire time to the patients.
We wish you every success in your chosen profession

† When you want your equipment apply to us.

† We can supply you with everything you need, on the most reasonable terms.

† All you have to do is make yourself known to us and give us a list of what you will need.

Powers & Anderson, Inc.
Surgical Instruments, Hospital Supplies, etc.
603 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

POWERS & ANDERSON DENTAL CO., INC.
Dental Supplies and Equipment
603 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

POWERS & ANDERSON SURGICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Incorporated
No. 2 Arcade Building, Norfolk, Va.
Medical College of Virginia

(STATE INSTITUTION)

STUART McGUIRE, M. D., President

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

MEDICINE  DENTISTRY
PHARMACY  NURSING

Separate Faculties. Well-equipped Laboratories Under the direction of Full-Time Competent Teachers

The Medical College of Virginia owns and controls the Dooley Hospital, the Memorial Hospital, and the Saint Philip Hospital. These three constitute a modern hospital plant for the care and treatment of patients without regard to race, creed or color, and have facilities for coping with medical, obstetrical and surgical conditions. These hospitals have beds for 364 patients, in private rooms and in general wards.

Additional Clinical facilities are offered through the Virginia Hospital, City Home, City Jail, and other institutions in the city of Richmond.

For full information and catalogue address

J. R. McCauley, Secretary
Success Succeeds Success

We extend to all a cordial invitation to come in and get better acquainted.

To make us your Dental Clearing House. And, to use our organization in any way you can in promoting the welfare of the Dental Profession.

We are interested in your success because it increases our mutual prosperity.

With your co-operation

Success Will Succeed Success

The

Vose Dental Company, Inc.

of RICHMOND, VA.
Blair’s Drug Store
INCORPORATED
829 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Wholesale—Retail

Headquarters for Physicians’ Supplies
We endeavor to keep the newer preparations always in stock.

Tenth Street Confectionery
313 N. 10TH ST.

Cigars : Soda : Candy

HOT LUNCHEONS A SPECIALTY

PETE & FRANK, Prop’s.
Mellin’s Food

In every step in the manufacture of Mellin’s Food there is constantly in view the ultimate object of making a product of definite composition

to Accomplish a Definite Purpose.

This purpose is to furnish certain food elements which, when added to cow’s milk, make it a suitable food for an infant. The food elements in Mellin’s Food—carbohydrates (maltose and dextrins), proteins and salts—when dissolved in water and added to cow’s milk so change the balance of nutrition in cow’s milk that the resulting modification presents fat, proteins, carbohydrates and salts in the proportion needed

for the Development of Infantile Life.

The success of Mellin’s Food, therefore, depends not upon any one of the food elements of which it is made up, but upon the definite composition of “Mellin’s Food as a whole” as a means to enable the physician to modify cow’s milk to meet the requirements of infant feeding

in a Scientific, Rational and Efficient Manner.

Mellin’s Food Company, Boston, Mass.

**SCIENTIFIC not EMPIRICAL**

Remove the Antiphlogistine dressing at the end of twelve hours and examine it. The center will be wet provided there is an inflamed area beneath it; an outer zone merging into the center will be moist, and the part which has covered healthy tissue will be comparatively dry.

In the outer zone the blood is flowing freely and uninterruptedly through the underlying vessels, forming a current directed away from Antiphlogistine. Its liquid contents therefore follow the direction of least resistance and enter the circulation through the physical process of endosmosis. In the center zone there is stasis, no current tending to overcome Antiphlogistine’s hygroscopic property. The point of least resistance for the liquid exudate is therefore in the direction of Antiphlogistine—exosmosis is going on in the zone, hence the excess of moisture.

Osmotic booklet will be sent FREE upon request

The Denver Chemical Mfg. Co.
NEW YORK, U. S. A.
St. Elizabeth's Hospital
Richmond, Va.

Conducted Under the Group System

J. Shelton Horsley, M. D.
Warren T. Vaughan, M. D.
Austin I. Dodson, M. D.

ADMINISTRATION

Myra E. Stone, R. N. ......................... Superintendent
Julian P. Todd ......................... Business Manager

Your Next Suit Will be Appreciated

McRae Clothing Co.

Mail Orders Solicited

622 East Broad Street
Richmond, Va.
Haskins Billiard Parlors

20 TABLES
825 East Broad

11 TABLES
Richmond Hotel

Where Students Meet for Recreation

BILLY HASKINS, Prop.

Compliments of
THE
BAUGHMAN STATIONERY COMPANY
The Jefferson
RICHMOND, VA.

The Most Magnificent Hotel in the South
European Plan

Rates $2.50 per day and up

O. F. WEISIGER, Manager.

Compliments

OF

JAKE WELLS' THEATRES

RICHMOND, VA.
Phone Madison 7501 for
G. E. GUVERNATOR
THE CATERER

“Say it with Flowers”

Telephone Madison 1117-118

Mosmiller
FLORIST

115 E. Main Street
Richmond, Virginia

Prompt Attention Given to all Orders.

MEDICAL MEN
know that it is not the amount of food taken into the system that counts, but how much nourishment it contains.
St. Elmo
BILLIARD PARLOR

Under Lyric Theatre, 9th and Broad Streets
where the crowds go.

You are always welcome.

CHAS. FLACCOMIO,
Manager

THE EBBETT
ROOMS
1001 E. Marshall St.

Steam heat and electric lights.

Mad. 4849. MRS. GENTRY

MURPHY'S HOTEL BARBER
SHOP and Manicuring Parlor

HOTEL RICHMOND BARBER
SHOP and Manicuring

EHMIG'S BARBER SHOP
202 N. Seventh St.

GEO. C. EHMIG, Prop.
SEND FLOWERS NOW

Don't wait until your friends are ill, unfortunate or even dead before sending them flowers. Show your love and appreciation to them while they are able to enjoy them. If you remember them while they are well and happy, they will realize that your feeling for them is lasting and sincere. Flowers are the most beautiful and expressive of gifts.

"Say it with Flowers"

RATCLIFFE & TANNER, Inc.
207 N. 6th St.
RICHMOND, VA.

Cotrell & Leonard
Albany, N. Y.

Gowns
Caps
Hoods
for all
degrees

Full Information on Request

POWERS-TAYLOR
DRUG CO.

Wholesale Druggists, Importers and Jobbers of Druggists' Sundries and Fancy Goods.

9, 11, 13, 15 and 17 South 13th Street
RICHMOND, VA.

Agents for Walrus Soda Fountains

Mebane & Son
12TH AND CLAY STREETS

Everything for Students

Stationery, Cigarettes, Cigars, Tobaccos and Drinks
Catch 'em between periods
College of William & Mary

The State College for Men and Women

Two Pre-medical courses—Two-year and Three-year. Three-year course leads to Bachelor of Science degree after one or more sessions in medicine.

Other Special Courses—Teacher Training, Home Economics; Pre-engineering; Pre-law; Commerce; Business Administration; Finance, etc.

Regular academic courses leading to Bachelor and Master Degrees.

For particulars address:

College of William & Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia
J. A. C. CHANDLER
President
H. L. BRIDGES
Registrar

Daley's

"The Place to Eat and Drink"

703 East Broad - Richmond, Va.

Carl Kaufman

Incorporated

Snappy Clothes

905 E. BROAD ST.
RICHMOND, VA.

Expert Fountain Service

The Season's Best Always Served in our Restaurant

Sal Cassatta

Richmond's Leading Barber

FIRST-CLASS WORK
CHILDREN'S HAIR CUTTING
A SPECIALTY

Lady Manicurist in Attendance

909 EAST BROAD STREET
Funai's
MARSHALL AT TENTH STREET

For your
Magazines, Confections,
Drinks, Stationery,
Cigars and
Tobacco

PHONE RANDOLPH 5007

W. G. Cosby
THE TRANSFER MAN

Leave your transfer checks at
the Y. M. C. A. desk.

PHONE RANDOLPH 357
309 N. 9th Street

Flowers of Guaranteed Freshness

Hammond
The South’s Largest Florist

Schloss
Cleaner and Dyer

108 N. 4th Street
822 E. Broad Street

Phones:
Madison 5906
Randolph 2555

AUTO DELIVERY

Prices reasonable consistent with
good work.

Accounts opened with
M. C. V. Students.
Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
Roanoke, Va.
A Virginia Company, six years old.
Twenty Millions of Business in force.
Participating and Non-Participating contracts.
Two dollars and twenty-six cents Assets for every dollar of Liability.

William A. Powell
and
Paul S. Herring,
General Agents
Office: 116-A N. 8th St.,
Richmond, Va.

The Bodeker Drug Co.
Estb. 1846. Inc. 1898

IMPORTERS
and
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

1414-1416 E. Main St.,
RICHMOND, VA.

The Lenox
1005 E. Marshall St.

"Where the M. C. V. fellows eat"

L. H. Poe, Prop.

10th St. Cafe

FOR

EATS,
DRINKS, and
SMOKES
Compliments of
COCHRAN DRUG CO.
Corner of 6th and Marshall Sts.

For your next Haircut try
Steve's Barber Shop

Wells & Zack
EXPERT BARBERS
12th and Marshall Streets

Special Attention to Students
Give Us a Trial
HOTEL RICHMOND
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Strictly Fireproof    European Plan

FACING CAPITOL SQUARE
Ninth and Grace Streets

BANQUETS A SPECIALTY
Rates $2.00 per day and upward

W. E. HOCKETT,
Manager

ROOF GARDEN DANCING
Murphy's Hotel
(EUROPEAN PLAN)
RICHMOND'S LARGEST AND MOST DISTINCTIVE HOTEL

Located at the intersection of Broad and Eighth Streets
It is on direct car line to all stations and in the heart of
the theatrical and shopping district.

SERVICE AND CUISINE UNEXCELLED

THE ONLY HOTEL IN RICHMOND WITH ATTACHED GARAGE

JAMES T. DISNEY, President
Good Equipment is a Powerful Asset

Do not view high grade equipment as a mere luxury nor as an item of expense; it is a sound investment, and next to your personal talents, your most valuable business asset. A first class operating outfit not only enables you to do your best, it inspires your best efforts, and it promotes the confidence and respect of your patients.

A complete S. S. White Equipment can be installed on a small initial cash payment and the balance may be paid from the current proceeds of your practice.

The deferred payment plan will enable you to own an up-to-date equipment and start your practice right.

Ask your dealer for details or write us direct.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co.
"Since 1844 the Standard"
PHILADELPHIA
Harvard

New designs and unsurpassed features of beauty and utility mark the Harvard accomplishments of the season.

The above illustrates the utilities of the new Harvard platform.

For artistic effects, convenience to yourself and comfort to your patients, see Harvard Chairs, Cabinets, Electric Engines and have them demonstrated to you.

Write for catalog.

The Harvard Company
Canton, Ohio
DEARLY every man in practice has in mind as the most essential item of equipment a complete, efficient Operating Unit. But conditions may not permit him to realize his ideal immediately. Usually he contents himself with the purchase of cheap substitutes, meaning to scrap them when fortune favors.

The Electro Dental Units are built on a different principle. The Junior Unit, by the addition of certain items, grows into a Senior. The Junior Unit consists of:

- Engine, Fountain Cuspidor, Bracket and Table, Gas and Air Outlets, Bunsen Burner, Pedestals and Base

Install this, and gradually add parts and accessories, and soon you will have the most modern, the most efficient and the most complete Operating Unit that any dentist can purchase.

Ask any dealer or salesman to give you further details of "The Unit that Grows"

ELECTRO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO
Philadelphia
Whittet and Shepperson

COLLEGE and COMMERICAL

Printing

11-15 North Eighth Street
Richmond, Va.